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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Droplets in daily life

When hearing of droplets, people usually visualise this small amount of liquid, of milli-

metric size, with its spherical shape. We are all familiar with this tiny object of everyday

life. We observe raindrops that slide on our windows, flatten, spread or splash when

impacting a solid surface such as pavement, or merge with liquid, such as a lake surface.

In the early morning, we encounter dew droplets in grass, pine needles, or on spider

webs with their unduloid shape, as seen in Figure 1.1. Droplets are also present in fog,

or sprays that are used by farmers.

The applications of the physics of droplets are broad. Understanding the physics of

droplets impacts [1–3] enables us to develop ink jet printing [4], fire suppression by

sprinklers [5], spray cooling of hot surfaces [6], painting and coating [7]. The knowledge

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Photographs of droplets in daily life. (a) Dew droplets on pine needles,
(b) dew droplets on a spider web.
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2 INTRODUCTION

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: Photographs of droplets in daily life and an application observed from
nature. (a) Droplets lying on a lotus leaf. (b) An example of a self-cleaning surface,
a droplet is rolling over a hydrophobic substrate and captures particles (« dust ») in
its path, credits to Yao Lu (UCL Chemistry) [12].

of the spreading of a drop, but also the hydrophobic properties of materials, is relevant

to the farmer who sprays his plants. Pesticides need to spread but remain on the leaves.

Applications inspired from nature observations are also developed [8, 9]. Upon tuning

the wettability of a substrate, e.g. with a patterned surface [9–11], one can obtain a

material with which the droplets have a large contact angle, like lotus leaves in Fig-

ure 1.2(a). In addition, such materials benefit from a self-cleaning property [10, 12]:

droplets roll over them taking dust away, as one can see in Figure 1.2(b). Handling

the wettability of a material is also of interest to model the shape of a drop. This

could be performed by electrowetting [13–15]. The applications are numerous: from

fog harvesting to the transport of droplets [16, 17], or the development of fluidic lenses

[18–20]. With the miniaturisation of fluid processes comes microfluidics [21–23]. This

newborn and emergent domain of fluid dynamics tends to handle quantities of fluids of

a few µL [24]. It involves various operations on fluids: mixing, splitting, fusion, sorting,

trapping, and displacement [16, 17, 23]. Figure 1.3 illustrates those diverse operations

performed on droplets.

Figure 1.3: A system using electrowetting on dielectrics, where four processes are
performed on a droplet: dispensing, displacing, splitting and merging (from [17]).
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The development of these labs-on-a-chip are convenient tools for biochemical or medici-

nal applications [23–27], such as drugs preparation [24, 26, 27], combinatorial chemistry

[16, 24, 27], cell culture [16, 24, 25], protein analysis [16, 22, 24–26]. Note that, most

of the droplet-based microfluidics is founded on the electrowetting on a dielectric sub-

strate.

Dealing with droplets used as microreactors requires a skillful control over the coales-

cence process. In addition, it can be primordial to keep the samples free of any dust or

any other impurity. In particular, it is tricky to manipulate a droplet without altering

its physical and chemical properties, when it is in contact with a solid surface. Fortu-

nately, some methods can be used where the droplet is never really in contact with a

surface, but levitates. This is the case of the Leidenfrost effect [28]: when a droplet is

in contact with a surface hotter than its boiling point, it levitates on its own vapour

film. This phenomenon is commonly seen when cooking. Another method consists

in using acoustic waves so that the droplet can levitate [29–32]. It is of interest to

run fluorescence measurements with a contactless sampling method. This avoids the

common issues that scientists encounter when using support material that can alter

sample properties. Besides, there is a considerable enthusiasm for an other elegant

method, which was recently developed [33, 34]. It consists in a droplet, bouncing on

a liquid bath. In particular, a vertical oscillation is provided to the bath. Thanks to

it, coalescence is avoided. Moreover, the droplet is never in contact with the bath, and

remains free of any contamination. This ability to keep a droplet bouncing permanently

constitutes the heart of this thesis.

1.2 Motivations

In this work, we focus on a droplet, that can bounce on a liquid surface. More sur-

prisingly this droplet can even move along a liquid surface. It is propelled by its own

waves, generated at each bounce, and evolves at a well defined speed. This curious

macroscopic object is called a « walker ». Moreover, it seems to present various analo-

gies with the world of quantum mechanics and it has fascinated the scientists since its

discovery in 2005 [34]. Indeed, the droplet is associated with its own waves, such that

the droplet behaviour is intimately linked to the waves, which is a striking curiosity.

In this thesis, we investigate further this subject of a droplet between wave-particle

physics and fluid mechanics. Various experiments have been performed for a better

understanding of walkers. They cover a wide range of 2d systems [35]. Some experi-

ments develop methods to confine or trap droplets, upon using 2d harmonic potential
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[36–44]. However, there are only a few studies reported on a 1d system droplet [45].

We wonder then, how to confine a droplet in 1d. Can we find a method to constrain its

trajectory along a 1d path? Can experiments of walkers in 1d open new doors through

other curiosities related to quantum mechanics? If not, how close to the wave-particle

physics can we go? Is the walker entity a real analog to the quantum world, or just

a curiosity ? As a starting point, we study the influence of the liquid height on the

droplet behaviour. We wonder then how a linear cavity can trap a drop, and how the

width of this cavity influences the confinement of a drop. How does droplet confinement

affect the interactions between walkers? In this manuscript, we give answers to those

different questions, and shed light on other curiosities.

1.3 Strategy

This thesis is organised as follows: in Chapter 2, we develop the state of the art.

We explain how a droplet can bounce, and how does it turns into a walker. We also

present the different works which have been performed on this subject. Chapter 3 deals

with droplet confinement, and introduces our method to manipulate a droplet in one

dimension. In Chapter 4, we study the behaviour of a drop placed within an annular

cavity. We develop the effects of the memory parameter on the drop, and focus on

experiments involving submarine obstacles placed within cavities. Chapter 5 analyses

the interaction between several droplets placed within a cavity. The different kinds of

interactions between droplets are listed. Finally, we demonstrate that several droplets

interacting in an annular cavity share a coherent wave. Chapter 6 concludes and gives

some elements of perspective for future works.



Chapter 2

State of the art

2.1 Physics of droplets

2.1.1 Capillary length and surface tension

When looking at a drop, a first naive question that one can ask is: why does the

droplet keep a spherical shape? From small to large scales, the physical phenomena

that surround us are ruled by different forces. Gravity is the dominant force for objects

of considerable size, like oceans, whereas tiny objects are governed by capillary forces,

for example, the insect flight or motion on fluid interfaces. A droplet constitutes a

fascinating object, since it is just on the edge of the transition between large and

small scales. In the 19th century, Laplace and Young evidenced that interfacial tension

is responsible for the minimisation of the interfacial area of a drop. The idea is that

creating a surface area S between two fluids requires an energetic cost E. Thus, one can

define the surface tension, noted σ, which is proportional to this ratio E/S. Common

values are σaw ' 72 mN/m for an air/water interface, σow ' 20 mN/m for an oil/water

interface. Considering a drop, of radius rd and mass m, sitting on a solid surface. Its

shape deformation results from the competition between gravity and capillary forces.

One can build a dimensionless number called Bond number [46, 47], noted

Bo =
mg

4πσrd
=
ρgr2d
3σ

. (2.1)

When this ratio is lower than one, the capillary effects dominate and the droplet remains

in its spherical shape, as seen in Figure 2.1(a), while for a Bond number greater than 1,

gravity effects dominate and the droplet tends to spread, as seen in Figure 2.1(b). When

5
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both forces are comparable, i.e. Bo ' 1, one can define a lengthscale corresponding

to the capillary length lc. Thus, equation 2.1 leads to lc =

√
σ

ρg
. For usual liquids,

the capillary length is about a few millimetres, and depends on the liquid physical

properties. As an example, for water in air at 20◦C, the capillary length lc is equal to

2.7 mm.

2.1.2 Viscosity, inertial and surface tension forces

When studying jet breakup, Lord Rayleigh [51–53] realised that surface tension has to

work against inertia in order to bring about jet breakup. Later on, the dimensionless

Ohnesorge number was introduced. The latter is noted Oh and compares the viscous

forces to inertial and surface tension forces. It characterises the deformations undergone

by droplets or bubbles during a breakup process [49, 54]. Two different time scales are

Bo ⌧ 1

(a)

Bo � 1
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FIGURE 3. (Colour online) Temporal evolution of impacting drops (We = 23) obtained
from the simulation (uppermost) and side-view and bottom-view experiments (lower) for
three AR cases. (a) Rebound occurs when AR is equal to 1.26 (simulation) and 1.20
(experiment). (b) The rebound is suppressed when AR is equal to 1.43 (simulation)
and 1.38 (experiment). (c) The rebound is also suppressed when AR is equal to 1.63
(simulation) and 1.62 (experiment). The dimensionless time t⇤ is defined to be t/⌧ , where
⌧ = D0/U0. The scale bar is 1 mm.

extension in the x-axis. Drops behave differently during retraction depending on the
AR. The drop with low AR retracts to the direction of the centre and rarely introduces
axis switching at t ⇠ ⌧ . In contrast, the drop with high AR retracts along the y-axis but
spreads along the x-axis at t ⇠ ⌧ . These phenomena induce the alignment of the liquid
on the x-axis and the consequent axis switching without rebounding. The rebound
suppression can be explained by the KE consumption in axis switching rather than
in converging with the symmetry axis (z-axis) during retraction.

Figure 5 shows the normalized contact widths of drops in the x-axis (Dx/D0)
and y-axis (Dy/D0). The solid lines and symbols correspond to numerical and
experimental results, respectively. The dashed lines represent the temporal variation
of the normalized contact diameter of a spherical drop obtained experimentally.
The temporal evolution of the widths shown in the simulation and experiment are
comparable to each other for any AR case. We observed a slight discrepancy in the
contact width and the maximal height between simulation and experiment, which
may arise from the complicated contact angle dynamics induced by contact angle
hysteresis and contact line friction, which have not been considered in the simulation,

Rep. Prog. Phys. 71 (2008) 036601 J Eggers and E Villermaux

Figure 4. (Left) Drops emerging from a bank of ink-jet nozzles (just visible at the bottom of the picture). The image is about 2.3 mm across,
the drop heads are 50 µm across and the tails are less than 10 µm wide (10 times thinner than a human hair). Although very small the drops
are moving at around 6 m s−1 hence the need for a very short flash to freeze the motion (20 ns). Credit: Steve Hoath, Cambridge Engineering
Department, Ink-jet Research Centre investigating the performance of ink-jet printers. (Right) A manifestation of breakup familiar to French
gastronomes: the bread dough is initially shaped into a long circular ribbon. Before cooking them in the oven to make the celebrated
‘baguettes de pain’, the baker cuts the ribbon into disjointed pieces by stretching the dough at regular intervals. The extremity of the crunchy
cooked baguette keeps the imprint of the singular breakup process (Courtesy Boulangerie Breteuil, Marseille).

Figure 5. A MD simulation of a jet of propane coming out of a gold nozzle 6 nm in diameter (see section 4.5, figure 58). From [298].
Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

that perturbations are unstable if their wavelength λ is greater
than a critical one λcr, whose value lies between 6h0 and 7.2h0

[12]. But only after Hagen [13] published the incorrect answer
λcr/h0 = 25/2 ≈ 5.66 did Plateau reveal [14] his ‘perfectly
rigorous’ result, λcr/h0 = 2π ≈ 6.28, first demonstrated
explicitly by Beer [15], and spelled out in detail in [16].

Plateau’s observation is that a jet is unstable to any
perturbation which reduces the surface area, thus finally
recognizing the crucial role of surface energy (or surface
tension) for jet breakup. However, the value of the
‘optimal’ wavelength λopt Plateau [12] deduces from Savart’s
measurements is λopt = 8.76h0, significantly greater than
2π ≈ 6.28. Only Rayleigh [17,18] realized that to understand
this ‘overstretching’, the jet dynamics has to be taken into
account: among all unstable wavelengths λ > λcr, the one with

the fastest growth rate is selected. For inviscid jet dynamics,
this gives λopt = 9.01h0, in good agreement with Savart’s
data, taken some 50 years earlier! Rayleigh thus introduced
the extremely fruitful method of linear stability to jet breakup,
which will be the topic of section 3.

Of course, as soon as the perturbations are no longer
small, non-linear effects become important, and eventually
dominate close to breakup. The features of this non-
linear dynamics were revealed in increasingly sophisticated
experiments, among which those of Savart [9], Magnus [19],
and Lenard [20] stand out. The photographs of figure 8 were
obtained with an electric spark, triggered off the forgoing drop.
The sequence demonstrates the satellite drop coming from an
elongated neck, which pinches on either end. The form of the
neck, on the other hand, is imposed by the asymmetry of the
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(c)
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+ ≈0.2 s
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Figure 9
Fluid-dynamic breakup of basaltic magma by an expanding vapor bubble of about 10–30 m in diameter at Kilauea volcano, Hawaii. The
time interval between individual frames is approximately 0.2 s. The magma becomes stretched into a sheet that breaks up into filaments,
which in turn break up into pyroclasts. Photographs by Bruce Omori, Extreme Exposure; used with permission.

5. FLUID-DYNAMIC BREAKUP

5.1. The Mechanics of Breakup

In volcanic eruptions of low-viscosity magmas, such as basalt, fragmentation occurs not by inter-
section with the glass transition, but rather by breakup in the liquid state through hydrodynamic
stresses and instabilities. This is a common phenomenon of everyday life, such as, for example,
the breakup of a jet of water or the droplets generated from bursting bubbles. It involves a change
in topology from a compact macroscopic volume into sheets and filaments. The latter then break
apart into smaller fragments, either because of capillary instability to along-axis variations in
thickness or because of pinch-off when stretched to some critical thickness (Figure 9).

Capillary instabilities arise because the local pressure inside a liquid filament is greater than
the pressure of the surrounding gas or air, by an amount that is inversely proportional to the local
radius of curvature of the interface. Because the smallest radius of curvature corresponds to the
thinnest part of the filament, there will be an axial pressure gradient, causing flow from thinner
to thicker parts. Once a segment reaches a thickness of the order of 1 µm (Kowalewski 1996), it
pinches off and retracts to form a more compact volume with lower surface energy (Eggers 1993,
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FIGURE 3. (Colour online) Temporal evolution of impacting drops (We = 23) obtained
from the simulation (uppermost) and side-view and bottom-view experiments (lower) for
three AR cases. (a) Rebound occurs when AR is equal to 1.26 (simulation) and 1.20
(experiment). (b) The rebound is suppressed when AR is equal to 1.43 (simulation)
and 1.38 (experiment). (c) The rebound is also suppressed when AR is equal to 1.63
(simulation) and 1.62 (experiment). The dimensionless time t⇤ is defined to be t/⌧ , where
⌧ = D0/U0. The scale bar is 1 mm.

extension in the x-axis. Drops behave differently during retraction depending on the
AR. The drop with low AR retracts to the direction of the centre and rarely introduces
axis switching at t ⇠ ⌧ . In contrast, the drop with high AR retracts along the y-axis but
spreads along the x-axis at t ⇠ ⌧ . These phenomena induce the alignment of the liquid
on the x-axis and the consequent axis switching without rebounding. The rebound
suppression can be explained by the KE consumption in axis switching rather than
in converging with the symmetry axis (z-axis) during retraction.

Figure 5 shows the normalized contact widths of drops in the x-axis (Dx/D0)
and y-axis (Dy/D0). The solid lines and symbols correspond to numerical and
experimental results, respectively. The dashed lines represent the temporal variation
of the normalized contact diameter of a spherical drop obtained experimentally.
The temporal evolution of the widths shown in the simulation and experiment are
comparable to each other for any AR case. We observed a slight discrepancy in the
contact width and the maximal height between simulation and experiment, which
may arise from the complicated contact angle dynamics induced by contact angle
hysteresis and contact line friction, which have not been considered in the simulation,

Figure 2.1: Illustrations of the influence of the Bond number (a) and (b), and influ-
ence of the Ohnesorge number (c) to (e), on droplets and fluids. (a) A droplet keeping
its spherical shape at a minuscule Bo number where surface tension effects dominate.
(b) Photograph of mercury drops where gravity effects dominate, the droplets spread
on the surface. (c) Temporal evolution of a droplet that deforms when impacting
and then bouncing on a rigid surface (from [48]). (d) Droplets emerging from a bank
of ink-jet nozzles (from [49], credits to Steve Hoath, Cambridge Engineering Depart-
ment). (e) Fluid-dynamic breakup of basaltic magma which becomes stretched into
a sheet that breaks up into filaments (from [50], credits to Bruce Omori).
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involved: a viscous time scale tv and an inertial time scale ti. They are given by

tv = ηrd/σ and ti =
√
ρr3d/σ. Ohnesorge number reads

Oh =
tv
ti

= ν

√
ρ

σrd
, (2.2)

where ν is the kinetic viscosity of the fluid, ρ its density, and rd the typical length

scale, like the droplet radius. A weak Ohnesorge number, Oh < 1, shows that most

of the energy inserted is converted into surface tension energy, and the deformation

of the droplet is important. In Figure 2.1(c), one can observe the deformation of a

drop, bouncing on a flat surface. The physics of jets is also relevant, the smaller the

Ohnesorge number, the easiest it is for a jet to break up into tiny droplets. It is

particularly of interest in ink jet printing applications, where very small Ohnesorge

numbers are used, as illustrated in Figure 2.1(d). However, a large Ohnesorge number,

Oh > 1, indicates that viscous dissipation dominates over capillary effects. The droplet

becomes therefore hardly deformable. For example, magma breakup is dominated by

viscous forces [49, 50, 54]. Instead of observing an atomization of the jet, the breakup

results in filaments called Pele’s hair [50, 54].

2.2 The inhibition of coalescence

2.2.1 Coalescence

In the coming section, we give a short overview of coalescence. It simply corresponds

to the process under which two amounts of fluid can unite to form a larger system.

In nature, one can take as an example a raindrop merging with a lake, or several

droplets gliding on a spider web that form a larger one, which may detach from the

web due to its heavy mass. Considering two coalescing droplets, surface tension drives

the motion which joins them into a larger drop. Coalescence was widely studied by

Lord Rayleigh in 1899 [52]. Traditional applications of coalescence include sintering:

the merging of a powder upon heating, in a homogeneous material, such as glass or

ceramics [55]. Other fundamental problems of coalescence consist in the description

of two-phase dispersions, such as emulsions [56]. Understanding this issue will enable

improved processing of these products. In Figure 2.2, one can observe two photographs

of coalescence processes. In Figure 2.2(a), two identical droplets of distilled water are

brought into contact. One observes the progressive merging of the droplets. In Figure

2.2(b), one can see a droplet impacting a sessile drop. This impact results in the

merging of both droplets, to form a single and larger one.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Photographs of coalescence. (a) Photograph of two droplets of distilled
water, viewed from above. They are progressively brought into contact until they
merge (from [57]). (b) A falling droplet impacts a sessile droplet laying on a substrate
(from [58]).

2.2.2 How to avoid coalescence?

Even though it is of interest to understand coalescence in depth, it can be relevant

to know how to prevent it, in order to manipulate droplets. Hereafter, we list some

techniques that enable us to do so.

A first method consists in using surfactants. It is well known that a pure water droplet

coalesces quasi instantaneously with a pure water surface. However, Amarouchene

et al. evidenced that the addition of surfactant dramatically changes this behaviour.

Indeed, a tiny amount of surfactant added within the liquid increases by two orders

of magnitude the lifetime of the droplet on the bath [59]. Another method to delay

coalescence was developed by Dell’Aversana et al. [60, 61]. In this study, they showed

that when a temperature difference is imposed between two droplets, no coalescence

occurs when both droplets are brought in contact. Applying a temperature gradient

along a surface induces Marangoni convection inside the droplets. Therefore, the air film

between both droplets exerts a lubrication force that prevents them from merging, as

shown in Figure 2.3. Experiments involving hydraulic jump and droplets were recently

performed [62, 63]. When a vertical jet of liquid impinges a horizontal surface, a radially

spreading flow is produced, and a circular hydraulic jump is formed. When a droplet
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Figure 2.3: Photograph of two millimetric droplets. The pendant (sessile) droplet
temperature is about 45◦ C (20◦ C). When brought in contact no coalescence happens,
one can only observe the slipping of both droplets (from [60]).

is placed in this hydraulic jump, it moves along the jump. In particular, the droplet

is said to « levitate ». This is due to a thin layer of air just below the drop, which

is entrained by the permanent flow of liquid that constitutes the jump. The droplet

remains trapped within this hydraulic jump (see Figure 2.4). This situation is similar

to the Leidenfrost experiment [28], where the droplet levitates as well on its own vapour

film [28, 64–67].

Another subtle and original method to manipulate a droplet was found out in 1978

by Walker [33]. It is probably one of the first work based on bouncing droplets on a

liquid surface. Walker showed that coalescence of a droplet with a liquid bath could

be avoided thanks to the vibration of a loudspeaker [33]. He related the importance

of the air film between the droplet and the bath. Slowing down the drainage of the

Figure 2.4: Photograph of a droplet of 1 mm radius, trapped inside a hydraulic
jump (from [63]).
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air film between the droplet and the bath delays coalescence. In the experiment of

bouncing droplets, Walker went even further by stopping the drainage. Thanks to the

vibration applied to the system, while the droplet lifts off the bath, the air film can be

permanently regenerated. Thus, the experimenter is released of any time constraint in

his manipulation of droplets.

We have discussed here various methods used to avoid coalescence. Hydraulic jump,

bouncing droplets, Leidenfrost effects, all of these techniques deal with the control of

the air film that separates the droplet from the bath. We discuss the importance of the

latter in the next section, related to the experiment with bouncing droplets.

2.3 Bouncing droplets

2.3.1 Importance of the air film

After the work performed by Walker [33], we had to wait until 2005 before it was

revisited by the team of Couder [34]. They rationalise the necessary conditions to

allow the bouncing of the droplet on the bath. When gently depositing a droplet on a

vertically vibrated bath, under certain specific conditions that we will specify hereafter,

one can inhibit coalescence. The bath is vibrated at a frequency f and submitted to an

acceleration γ = Aω2 cos(ωt). The amplitude of the bath is written A, and ω = 2πf .

We note γm = Aω2 the maximal acceleration. To ensure the bouncing, γm has to be

larger than a critical value γb. Thus, the air film between the droplet and the bath is

not broken. The droplet can bounce at the same frequency as the bath is vibrated.

This is illustrated in the photographs in Figure 2.5. The forcing bouncing γb increases

as f2 [34], but depends as well on the size of the drop. The larger the drop is, the faster

γb increases, since larger droplets absorb a part of the energy in the deformation.

Figure 2.5: Photographs of a droplet, of diameter 2rd = 0.76 mm, bouncing on
a bath vibrated at 60 Hz. Silicone oil of viscosity ν = 20 cSt was used. The time
elapsed between two consecutive photographs is t = 0.002 s.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of a droplet bouncing on a periodically oscillated bath, that
regenerates the air film at each bounce. a) The free fall situation is depicted here, the
droplet is only subjected to its weight. b) The landing of the droplet is represented.
The bath and the droplet are separated by the air film, the lubrication force prevent
the droplet to coalesce. c) At the lift-off the lubrication force points downwards while
the air film thickens.

The bouncing mechanism is the following. At first, the droplet when created, is in a free

fall situation and only subjected to the gravity force Fg, as it is depicted in Figure 2.6(a).

Secondly, the droplet lands on the bath, while the bath is going upwards. During this

phase, the droplet is not only subjected to its weight but also to an opposed lubrication

force FL, pointing in the same direction as γ, as indicated in Figure 2.6(b). The air

film is squeezed at this moment, and balances the pressure of the drop. During the

last phase, see Figure 2.6(c), the droplet lifts off while the bath keeps moving upwards

but γ is oriented downwards. Finally, during the droplet flight, the air film can be

renewed. Nevertheless, for the lift-off to be allowed, the plate acceleration needs to be

larger than the droplet acceleration. This condition is written

|γ| > |FL + Fg|
m

. (2.3)

This mechanism of the bouncing droplet is similar to the case of a solid and inelastic

ball bouncing on a vertically vibrated plate [68–70]. In other works [71, 72], focused on

the cascade of partial coalescence, it was pointed out that one can build a droplet size

filter upon using the bouncing threshold.

2.3.2 Bouncing modes

Protière et al. were the first to publish a phase diagram indicating the behaviour

of droplets, deposited on an oscillating bath [73]. The latter is vibrated at 50 Hz.

The silicone oil used has a viscosity of ν = 50 cSt. Different regions are depicted in

Figure 2.7, which depend on the diameter of the droplet 2rd, and the non-dimensional
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Figure 2.7: Phase diagram of the different behaviours of a drop, as a function of its
diameter 2rd and the forcing acceleration applied to the bath γm/g. Silicone oil was
used for the bath and the oil, its viscosity is 50 cSt. The bath is vibrated at f = 50
Hz (from [73]).

acceleration applied to the bath γm/g, which is commonly noted Γ. One can note two

gray regions. The first one, on the left, is the coalescence area, where the droplet is

not sustained and quickly coalesces with the bath. The nondimensionalised bouncing

threshold is noted Γb = γb/g. The second area on the right is the Faraday instability

region. When γm is larger than a threshold γF , a pattern of standing waves appears

on the surface of the liquid. In this area, the droplets still bounce on the wavy surface.

However, their motion is extremely chaotic, their collision with the bath are irregular.

It usually ends up with coalescence. More details on this instability are given in section

2.4. The nondimensionalised Faraday threshold is noted ΓF = γF /g. In the region

called « Bouncers », the droplets are finally able to bounce on the substrate, at the

same forcing frequency applied to the bath. Upon a further increase of the forcing

acceleration, one enters a different region depending on the size of the drop. Here,

the vertical motion of the droplet is affected. For larger droplets (2rd > 1.2 mm),

one encounters an intermittent regime, noted « Int ». The vertical motion of the

droplet reveals intermittent disorder. For tinier droplets, the PDB region corresponds

to a Period Doubling Bouncing. The droplet passes alternatively from large to small

bounces, so that the period doubles. In the PDC region, the process repeats itself in

a period doubling cascade, with temporally chaotic motion. Finally, in the W region

called Walking region, the period doubling is complete and the droplet bounces on the

surface once in two driving periods of the bath. In addition, the droplet even propels

itself on the bath, thanks to its own wave, at a constant speed, which depends on the

size of the drop, and the forcing acceleration. This is what we call a « walker ».
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Figure 2.8: Hexagonal lattice formed by seven droplets, from [74].

Note that, in the process of bouncing and walking, the deformation of the droplet is

relevant. It ensures that the droplet can bounce [75–78]. A bouncing droplet can be

seen as an analogous system to a damped driven harmonic oscillator. While viscosity

is responsible for damping, it is balanced by surface tension, which can be considered

as a restoring force. In particular, the bouncing is an interplay between elastic storage

and energy dissipation at each bounce. When it bounces, the droplet loses energy in

its internal motion, and in the lubrication film. Eventually, both may be dissipated by

viscosity. However, the bath motion balances this loss upon providing some transla-

tional energy to the droplet [76]. This energy compensation defines the threshold for

bouncing. Otherwise, it was evidenced that deformation of the droplet can be used in

order to move it horizontally on the surface of the bath. Thus, one can obtain a rolling

droplet [76]. It was shown that spherical harmonics express the resonant effects and the

deformations undergone by a droplet [76]. A model was proposed upon using an anal-

ogy with bouncing balls on a vibrated plate [68–70]. It consists in a linear mass-spring

damper system. The latter was improved by Hubert et al. [79, 80], while Moláček and

Bush argued in favour of a log spring model [81]. In a recent work, the effects of Bond,

Ohnesorge, and Weber numbers on a bouncing droplet, were analysed by Blanchette

[82]. The complexity and variety of behaviours of bouncing droplets were reproduced.

2.3.3 Interactions between bouncing droplets and clusters

Interactions between droplets have been studied. It was shown that a second droplet

could interact with a first one, in particular, it was proved that the interactions be-

tween both wavefields could result in an attraction between the droplets. Adding several

droplets results in regular patterns [73, 74]. Seven droplets adopts hexagonal lattice

positions, as it is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The crystalline structures adopted by the

droplets were therefore widely characterised by Eddi et al. [83, 84]. Depending on

the forcing conditions, they determined that different patterns could be selected. The

stability and destruction of these aggregates were also investigated [84, 85]. In Figure

2.9, one can observe a hexagonal lattice of 19 droplets. The forcing acceleration was
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Figure 2.9: Different pictures of an aggregate of droplets. The forcing acceleration
was gradually increased from left to right. The initial crystal is a hexagon composed
of 19 droplets. One can see the deformations undergone while increasing γ. Then 6
pairs of droplets are formed. Finally, the crystal is destroyed. Note that the droplets
are all in a bouncing state.

gradually increased, until the merging of the crystal. Few droplets even coalesced at

the end. In another contribution from Lieber et al. [86], it was shown that varying the

driving frequency led to a spinning of the clusters of droplets.

2.4 From bouncing to walking

In the previous section, we discussed the importance of the air film and the wealth of

behaviours of bouncing droplets. Hereafter, we present the key object of this thesis: the

walker, which is a particular state for bouncing droplets. In the vicinity of the Faraday

instability, the droplet generates an extended wavefield on the bath. Hence, thanks to

its wave, the droplet starts to walk horizontally across the liquid surface, as seen in

Figure 2.10. In the last decade, these « walkers » have exhibited really intriguing and

unexpected behaviours. In particular, Couder showed that walking droplets seem to

feature quantum-like dynamical behaviours despite their belonging to the macroscopic

realm [87–89]. Before focusing on these walking droplets, we first develop the Faraday

instability which is a subjacent mechanism in the walking process of the drop.

Figure 2.10: Photograph of a walker and its waves.
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2.4.1 Faraday instability

�F

Figure 2.11: Photograph of the Faraday instability within a square cavity, in deep
water region. The bath is made of silicone oil at ν = 20 cSt, and is vibrated at f = 70
Hz, and γ ' 4g. λF corresponds to the Faraday wavelength. We measured λf = 5.35
mm.

In 1831, Faraday demonstrated the emergence of a stationary wave pattern along the

surface of a vertically vibrated bath [90]. These parametric standing waves oscillate

at half of the forcing frequency and are a crossover from capillary and gravitational

waves [91–98]. In 1954, Benjamin and Ursell characterised it in the case of an inviscid

liquid [99]. Kumar and Tuckerman rationalised the existence of a threshold γF beyond

which this instability is triggered [100, 101]. In Figure 2.11, one can observe a pattern

of Faraday waves within a square cavity of 18×18 cm2. These patterns depend on the

shape of the container [92, 93, 102, 103]. In addition, increasing γm above γF can lead

to more complex lattices and chaotic interfacial dynamics. One can notice the original

patterns and cavities on the photographs in Figure 2.12. The Faraday wavelength is

derived from the dispersion relation [46, 47, 91, 93]

ω2
0 =

(
gk +

σ

ρ
k3
)

tanh (hk) , (2.4)

with g the gravitational acceleration, k the wavenumber, σ the kinematic viscosity, ρ

the density of the fuild, h the fluid depth, and finally ω0 the wave frequency. One can

consider the fluid depth infinite in the limit tanh (hk) ' 1. In this deep water regime,

considering capillary waves, i.e. Bo << 1, the forcing acceleration threshold is written

[104, 105]

γF = 24/3(ρ/σ)1/3νω
5/3
0 , (2.5)

and the Faraday wavelength is thus given by

λF = (2π)1/3(σ/ρ)1/3(f0/2)−2/3. (2.6)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.12: Faraday instability with exotic patterns. (a) An annular cavity filled
with 20 cSt silicone oil was vibrated at 25 Hz. One can observe a « flower ». (b) The
instability was triggered within a French-map cavity (from [92]).

When the surface of the vibrated fluid is subjected to a small perturbation, one can

note two different cases depending on the forcing acceleration γm applied to the bath.

For γm > γF , a perturbation is amplified, whereas when γm < γF , the waves generated

on the bath are damped at a damping rate τ which exponentially rises with γm. Just

below the Faraday threshold, the damping time τ diverges, there is a supercritical

pitchfork bifurcation [106]. Considering now a bouncing droplet, just below γF , the

droplet bounces at twice the period of the bath, vibrating at a Faraday period TF . At

each impact, circular Faraday waves are generated and slowly damped [107]. Note that

those cylindrical waves belong to Bessel-like modes [36, 107, 108]. Consequently, the

droplet is bouncing on a surface perturbed by the previously generated waves. These

waves decrease in time as γm is a little below γF . One defines the memory parameter,

Me, and the memory time, τ = MeTF . Me is a dimensionless parameter that compares

the damping time, τ , of the Faraday waves to the time, TF , between two successive

droplet bounces. Me indicates the number of secondary sources contributing to the

surface wavefield. It is tuned thanks to the forcing acceleration γm applied to the bath,

and yields

Me ' γF
γF − γm

. (2.7)

Since the surface of the bath is inclined when the droplet is bouncing, a horizontal

momentum is transferred to the drop, which moves at a constant speed VW which is

about V ' 10 mm/s [36, 107].
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2.4.2 Walking droplets

At the end, a walker is the association between a droplet and its wave. It exhibits

similarities with quantum-like dynamical behaviour because of its particle-wave com-

ponents. Actually, the analogy goes even further. One of the first papers on the subject

from Couder illustrates that two walkers interact through their waves [109]. Two walk-

ers can repel or attract each other. When colliding, they can orbit around each other

[110, 111] similarly to rotating bound states of solitons [112, 113]. Note that, during

these « collisions », there is no contact between the droplets, just a deflection of their

trajectories. Somehow, walkers behave as billiard balls [114]. They undergo scattering

collisions, they can form circular orbits, or even merge to form a bigger walker. Couder

demonstrated that the droplet and its wave obey to the diffraction law [87]. Subma-

rine slits were placed in a vertically vibrated cell. The latter limited the extent of the

wave. The motion of the walker was investigated when passing a single or two slits. It

appeared that diffraction and interference patterns were recovered, upon building the

histogram of the deviations of numerous walkers. This is even more striking that these

results should only be found in quantum physics [115, 116]. However, this discovery is

still debated [117]. When revisiting the diffraction experiment from Couder, Andersen

et al. obtained striking results [117], different from the analogy described by Couder.

Finally another puzzling experiment of the tunnel effect was performed by Eddi et al.

[118]. They revealed that during a collision with a barrier, the walker can be reflected

or can pass through it, depending on how its waves are reflected and transmitted. The

probability of passing the barrier was measured depending on the height and the width

of the obstacle. It was also pointed out that when getting closer to the Faraday insta-

bility, e.g. when increasing the memory of the system, this probability increases.

A walker is thus a complex but surprising object. These pioneering studies revealed

that a walker may show a dual character.

2.4.3 Motion equation

A first model for the particle wave interaction was proposed by Protière et al. [89], in

the absence of barrier and external force. The equation for the drop horizontal motion

is given by

m
d2x

dt2
= F b sin

(
2π
dx/dt

V φ
F

)
− fvdx/dt. (2.8)

Equation 2.8 is derived by time-averaging the horizontal force over a single Faraday

period TF . The left hand side corresponds to the inertia of the drop, while the right
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hand side corresponds to the forces exerted during the collision with the bath. The first

term is the interaction of the droplet with the bath during its bouncing on the tilted

surface. One has F b ' mγm(AF /λF )(τ/TF ). The collision time is written τ . The force

F b is proportional to the amplitude of the forcing acceleration γm, and to the slope

of the surface waves, given by AF /λF . The sine argument determines the phase shift

between the drop, which moves at a velocity VW = dx/dt, and its wave, of velocity V φ
F .

Finally, the second term on the left hand side describes the viscous damping resulting

from the shearing of the thin air film between the droplet and the bath. In 2013, an

improved version of this model was proposed by Oza et al. [106]. They developed an

integro-differential equation of motion, upon deriving the interface height of the bath

in time and space. The same assumptions are made. One denotes xp(t) the horizontal

position of the droplet at an instant t. The motion equation now yields

mẍ = −mg∇ζ(xp, t)−Dẋ. (2.9)

The drag force remains identical, but the propulsive wave force is now expressed by

−mg∇ζ(xp, t). The wavefield generated by the walker reads

ζ(x, t) =
A

TF

∫ t

−∞
J0 (kF |x− xp(s)|) e−(t−s)/(TFMe)ds. (2.10)

The amplitude of the waves is given by the Bessel profile J0 (kF |x− xp(s)|). In the

section hereafter, we sum up the different works which contributed into a deep under-

standing of walking droplets.

2.4.4 Recent works

Collisions and orbiting walkers were also analysed [89]. It was rationalised that the

diameter of the circular orbits described by two identical droplets are quantified. In

particular, their diameter dorbn are related to the Faraday wavelength. One has

dorbn = (n− ε0)λF , (2.11)

where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . or n = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, . . . , whether the droplets are bouncing in

phase, or in phase opposition. More recently, by using a droplet launcher developed

by Pucci et al. [119], Oza et al. suggested that a pair of orbiting walkers behaves as a

phase-adapting oscillator [39].

In addition, other works contributed to the pioneering analogies made with quantum

mechanics, such as tunneling [88, 118] and diffraction [87, 88, 117, 120]. It was found
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out that a droplet trapped in a 2d harmonic central potential exhibits some Zeeman-

like splitting or Landau level analogues [37, 40–44]. Droplets in cavities, in particular

wavelike statistics in cavities have been developed [114, 121–123]. It was shown that the

Bohr-Sommerfeld quantisation condition was satisfied, upon investigating long path-

memory dynamics for which quantisation behaviours emerged [124]. Spin states have

been studied [35]. In the vicinity of the Faraday threshold, the waves generated are

decaying slowly in time, thus, the droplet dynamics is affected. Moreover, in these

conditions the droplet is strongly influenced by its path stored in its wavefield. It was

also proved that Me has an influence on the droplet dynamics when the walker evolves

in a confined geometry, e.g. a 2d harmonic potential [36–39].

Walkers turn out to be a nice example of a pilot-wave system, developed by de Broglie

in his double-solution pilot wave theory [125, 126]. Some variants to this model were

later developed by Bohm [116]. Theoretical models of pilot-wave hydrodynamics were

reviewed by Bush [35]. Recently, Faria achieved further developments in this model

[127]. Important numerical works have been made by Milewski et al. [128]. With a

model of weakly viscous quasipotential wave generation and evolution, they recovered

preliminar features, already observed by Protière et al. and Borghesi et al., such as

orbits and promenade mode [111, 129].

Despite all these curious similarities between walkers and quantum systems [130, 131],

one can find some rebuttal evidence that reveals that the dynamics of a walker is

actually far from the quantum world. Several differences were highlighted these recent

years. A first notable difference is that the droplet trajectory through slits can be

measured without perturbation, which is impossible in quantum mechanics. Secondly,

the walker is observed in a macroscopic system. Otherwise, a walker is an open system.

The bouncing states are ruled by hydrodynamic equations, which are not conservative.

There is also an important dissipation of energy, but it is sustained by an external

forcing. This dissipation is compensated by the propulsion mechanism that occurs at

each impact. In addition, the de Broglie relation gives p = ~k, which develops the

dependence of the speed with the wavelength, whereas for a walker, its wavelength is

imposed by the forcing conditions.

Finally, it is clear that a walker is a topic of discussion and debate. It keeps fascinating

the scientific community and several questions are still unsolved. It remains a curiosity

to see how it reflects quantum world while it comes out the macroscopic world.
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2.5 Problem statement

In the different studies we presented here, all share the same similarity about con-

finement. The droplets have been confined in 2d, by using a cavity [121, 122], some

Coriolis force [41, 42, 132], or even harmonic potential [42, 132]. However, one should

note that a little work based on a 1d confinement has been done by Chu et al.. They

demonstrated that upon confining a droplet in a quasi 1d setup, a droplet exhibited

bouncing and glided motion [45]. They showed that, in the vicinity of the nodes of

the Faraday wave, a droplet could even slow down or be trapped because of the alter-

natively changed slope. The Faraday instability evolving in a 1d system has recently

been analysed by Nachbin et al. [133]. In the world of Physics, it is common to explore

and understand a phenomenon in different geometries: from 1d to 3d, and even more.

Our aim is to find a way to confine a droplet in 1d, in order to know, in depth, the

behaviour of this system in this geometry. Can we shed light on the walker entity? Is

there any puzzling analogy we can draw with this unknown 1d system? This is the

purpose of the next chapter.



Chapter 3

From 2d to 1d

In this chapter, we present our experimental setup. We give some key ingredients for

the experiments involving bouncing and walking droplets. We explain how to generate

droplets in a reproducible and constant size. We develop our analysis protocol and

explain why we work with a fixed frequency of f = 70 Hz. Then, we present our

first experiment, which consists in confining a droplet in 1d, thanks to submerged

rectangular cavities. We demonstrate that the walker dynamics within the channels

shows puzzling analogies with electromagnetic waveguides.

3.1 Experimental setup

3.1.1 Overview

Our device consists in a container filled with silicone oil. In this thesis, we work with

silicone oil of viscosity ν = 20 cSt, density ρ = 949 kg/m3 and a surface tension

σ = 20.6 mN/m.Through this manuscript, containers of different geometries have been

used. Here, we use a 2d square cell of section 180 × 180 mm2, and other cells with

channels of 120 mm length but of different widths carved into it. The widths are

proportional to the Faraday wavelength λF . The tank is vibrated sinusoidally and

vertically, using an electromagnetic shaker with a tunable amplitude A and a fixed

forcing frequency f = 70 Hz. The choice of this frequency is explained in subsection

3.1.4. To measure the acceleration applied to the bath, an accelerometer is fixed on

the axis of the vibrating plate. It delivers a tension proportional to the acceleration in

order to determine the dimensionless forcing acceleration, defined by Γ = γm/g. The

acceleration Γ defines the memory time [107] τM = τFΓF /(ΓF − Γ) which measures

21
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the time of persistence of the waves emitted by the walkers. To ensure purely vertical

oscillations of the container and to avoid parasite effects on the walking dynamics of

droplets, we use air cushions carriage that surround the vibrating axis, and guide its

vertical motion similarly to Harris et al. [134]. A schematic of our system is given in

Figure 3.1. Note that, to reduce air currents, walls are placed all around the experiment.

shaker

air cushion carriage

accelerometer

tank

vibrating axis

Figure 3.1: Sketch of the walking and bouncing droplets experiment. A tank is filled
with silicone oil. A droplet, composed of the same fluid, is deposited onto the bath.
The tank is vibrated thanks to a shaker. Air cushion carriage are placed around the
vibrating axis to ensure a purely vertical oscillation of the device. An accelerometer
glued on the axis measure the forcing acceleration applied.

3.1.2 Droplet generation

All the droplets are generated on-demand with a droplet dispenser, which was developed

by Denis Terwagne during his PhD thesis [77, 104]. The dispenser is constituted of a

small container filled with silicone oil. At the bottom there is a hole to expel a drop, at

the top there is a piezoelectric chip. When injecting an electric impulse, a shock wave is

created in the container and a droplet is evicted from the chamber. Depending on the

size of the hole, the intensity of the impulse, the hydrostatic pressure, one can generate

droplets of different sizes. Note that these parameters have been further analysed in

this reference [135]. This method is highly reproducible. The size of the droplet is given

with a precision of 1%. In this chapter, we work with droplets of diameter 2rd = 0.8

mm. The way to measure the size of the droplet is given in Appendix A. A schematic

of the droplet dispenser is given in Figure 3.2.
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122101-4 Terwagne et al. Phys. Fluids 25, 122101 (2013)

the level of the Ohd corresponding to the 20 cSt walkers but at a relatively high Ohb corresponding
to a highly viscous bath (see disk annotated “This mass-spring-damper model” in Fig. 1(b)).

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Droplet generator

We built a droplet dispenser to create submillimetric droplets of silicone oil (Dow Corning
200) of kinematic viscosity 20 cSt. The silicone oil surface tension is σ = 20.6 mN/m and den-
sity is ρ = 949 kg/m3. In Fig. 2(a), a small container, with a hole at the bottom, is closed by a
piezoelectric chip at the top and is filled with the silicone oil. By injecting a short electric impulse
(∼5 ms) to the piezoelectric chip, a shock wave is released in the container and, through the hole,
a drop is ejected with a diameter related to the size of the hole. In this case, the hole has a di-
ameter of 600 µm and we are able to produce droplets with diameters ranging from 650 µm to
750 µm depending on the intensity of the impulse sent to the piezoelectric chip. The droplet size
was optically measured using a high speed camera (IDT-N3) and a macro lens. For a given intensity
value of the pulse, the dispersion of the diameters of the droplets that are generated stays within 3%.
With this technique, we are able to produce repeatedly droplets of silicone oil (and even water) of
the same diameter in a range of 100 µm to a few millimeters by changing the hole diameter. For
more information, see Ref. 23.

In order to generate droplets of different diameters, one can also merge bouncing droplets on
the bath. This can be made by pushing them against each other using the meniscus that is created by
a stick dipped in the bath. For our study of the droplet trajectories, we chose to work with droplets
of diameter 890 µm and made of 20 cSt silicone oil which are typical droplets used for the 20 cSt
walking droplets6 and pilot wave experiments.7–9, 19 Using the dispenser, we made two identical

camera

light diffuser

Pressure
control

Oil

Piezoelectric
chip

Electric
impulse

drainage
pipe

dropletbath

shaker accelerometer

droplet

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Silicone oil droplets (20 cSt) are made using a droplet dispenser which consists in a small container with a hole at
the bottom and a piezoelectric chip at the top. A short electric impulse is injected to the piezoelectric chip which produces a
shock wave in the container that ejects a droplet through the hole at the bottom. (b) These droplets were laid on the surface of
a highly viscous silicone oil bath (1000 cSt) that is vertically vibrated using an electromagnetic shaker. A high speed camera
(1000 frames/s) recorded the motion and deformation of the drop from the side which were enhanced by a well positioned
backlight.

 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
81.245.108.103 On: Sat, 14 Dec 2013 08:11:27

Figure 3.2: On the top: schematic of the droplet dispenser, on the bottom: an
underneath view of the dispenser. A zoom-in focuses on the nozzle through which the
droplets are expelled (from [77]).

3.1.3 Lightning, tracking and analysis

Depending on the component of the walker we want to focus on, i.e. the wave or the

particle, different lightning types are adapted. In Figure 3.3(a), one can observe our

lightning setup to enhance the visualisation of the wavefield of the droplets and more

generally the waves resulting from Faraday instability. The bath is illuminated from

above. Between the bath and the light, we place a 50% beam splitter. The beams from

the bath and the droplets are reflected to a Pixelink camera. In addition, a diffuser with

a black and white gradient printed on it is placed between the beam sampler and the

light. This technique, which was used by Perrard in his thesis [136], provides a better

contrast. When focusing on the particle, one uses the lightning technique illustrated in

Figure 3.3(b). Here, the droplet is shot from above, and enlightened by a light inclined

at roughly 45◦. Upon using this setup, one can easily analyse the motion of the droplet

thanks to a Python and OpenCV tracking code.

3.1.4 Choosing a forcing frequency

In literature, the experiments dealing with bouncing and walking droplets are usually

performed at f = 50 Hz, or f = 80 Hz. We ran a short study to select an adequate

forcing frequency. The idea was to determine a frequency for which the gap between

the walking threshold ΓW and the Faraday threshold ΓF was maximal. Thus, in these

conditions, it is experimentally easier to tune the memory parameter, because we can

work with a larger range of forcing accelerations. ΓF and ΓW have been measured for

four different frequencies from 50 to 80 Hz as function of the liquid height h, which

is another primordial parameter to consider. In Chapter 2, we developed the relation
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Figure 3.3: (a) Experimental set-up used for a visualisation of the waves, the pho-
tograph corresponds to a simple walker. (b) Set-up used to track the droplet position,
the photograph illustrates an experiment involving four droplets within an annulus
cavity.

dispersion, see equation 2.4. We showed that being in a deep or shallow water regime

dramatically changes the dynamics of the droplet.

In this manuscript, the adimensionalised forcing accelerations are given with a precision

of roughly ±0.05, and h is given with a precision of ±0.03 mm. In Figure 3.4, the

profiles of ΓF and ΓW are plotted as a function of h, for different frequencies. A colour

gradient illustrates the range where we can tune the memory to work with walkers,

which corresponds to the interval [ΓW , ΓF ] where walkers are only observed. Those

plots are drastically modified when changing the forcing frequency f . Note that, we

can consider to work in deep water region when h > 3 mm, since the variables ΓW and

ΓF become independent from h. When working at f = 50 Hz, the range over which

we can observe walkers is very limited. In particular and curiously, in the deep water

region, no more walker is observed. We suspect that, when working at f = 50 Hz, a

droplet of diameter 2rd = 0.8 mm is too heavy to lift, and Faraday instability occurs
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Figure 3.4: Evolution of the thresholds ΓW and ΓF as a function of the liquid height
h, at f = 50 Hz (a), f = 60 Hz (b), f = 70 Hz (c), f = 80 Hz (d).

even earlier. Upon using the nondimensionalised form of equation 2.5 and dividing it

by the forcing acceleration gives

ΓF /f
5/3
0 =

1

g
24/3(ρ/σ)1/3ν(2π)5/3. (3.1)

One should expect to obtain a constant value in deep water regime for each frequency.

This is verified in Figure 3.5. One can see that all plots are reasonably gathered in

the deep water regime as one can expect. Experimentally, one has ΓF /f
5/3
0 ' 0.0035.

When deriving equation 3.1, one obtains ΓF /f
5/3
0 ' 0.004, which is of the same order

of magnitude. However, since equation 3.1 was derived in the assumption of deep water

regime, it is hardly surprising to notice the splitting of the four curves when entering

the shallow water region. The gap between the Faraday and walking threshold is

then quantified in Figure 3.6. The blue curve, corresponding to f = 50 Hz, quickly

decreases with h. Above h > 3 mm, no walkers were observed. It seems pointless to

work with f = 50 Hz. The purple curve, for f = 60 Hz, also knows a fast decay with

the liquid height. However the pink (resp. yellow) curve, corresponding to f = 70 Hz

(resp. f = 80 Hz) gives a more interesting result to tune with accuracy the memory

parameter. One can see that f = 70 Hz definitely gives the largest possible interval

ΓW − ΓF in the deep water regime, which is relevant for an accurate tuning of the
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of ΓF /f
5/3
0 as a function of the liquid height h. The four

curves dramatically diminish with h, and are gathered in the deep water regime, at
around ΓF /f

5/3
0 ' 3.5× 10−3.

memory of a walker. Hereafter, we choose to work with a frequency of f = 70 Hz. It is

of interest when performing experiments with walkers, to work in a deep water regime,

so that the system becomes independent from h.
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−
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Figure 3.6: Difference between ΓF −ΓW as a function of the liquid height h, at four
different frequencies.

3.1.5 Evolution and measurement of the Faraday wavelength

In this paragraph, we study briefly the Faraday instability within a 2d cell. Our pri-

mal goal is to determine experimentally the evolution of the Faraday wavelength as

a function of the liquid height, when working at a fixed forcing frequency of f = 70

Hz. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7(a). One observes that λF slowly increases with
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h. Note that above h > 3 mm, λF remains constant, as expected within a deep wa-

ter regime. Experimentally, we measured λF = 5.3 ± 0.1 mm in a deep water area,

1 2 3 4 5
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4.9
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5.4
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λ
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m
)
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Figure 3.7: Faraday wavelength and Faraday instability. Evolution of the faraday
wavelength λF as a function of the liquid height h in a 2d square cell (a). Photographs
of the faraday instability at h = 3 mm and λF = 5.13 mm (b) and (c). In (b) one can
visualise both nodes and anti-nodes when the FPS rate of the camera is a submultiple
of the forcing frequency. When shifting a little the FPS enables us to observe nodes
and antinodes separately (c).

which is in reasonable agreement with the numerical value obtained when solving the

equation 2.6 that yields to λF = 4.8 mm. However, equation 2.6 only considers capil-

lary waves. Taking into account gravitational waves gives an excellent agreement with

our experimental value. Indeed, considering equation 2.4, in the assumption of deep

water regime, gives a cubic equation in λF . Determining its roots provides λF = 5.3

mm, here the agreement is excellent. In Figures 3.7(b) and 3.7(c) are illustrated the

square patterns of the Faraday instability within a 2d cell. A yellow double arrow line

evidences the Faraday wavelength. Depending on the camera settings, one can observe

the nodes and the antinodes separately.

3.2 Confining a droplet

3.2.1 Trapping droplets within cavities

In this paragraph, we give the ingredients and explain our method to confine a droplet

in 1d, when using submerged cavities, as it is illustrated in Figure 3.8. After setting the

forcing frequency at f = 70 Hz, one has to find a way to influence the droplet bouncing

mode. A very simple method consists in working with a cell with 2 different regions

where, in the first one, the droplet would behave as a walker, while in the other region,

the droplet would remain in its bouncing state. One can do this very easily by tuning

the liquid height h in the cell. Indeed, Carmigniani et al. [137] demonstrated that
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modifying the depth of the fluid in the walking droplet experiment could change the

value of the Faraday instability threshold ΓF and the walking threshold ΓW for a given

frequency. In Figure 3.9 the phase diagram of the drop at f = 70 Hz is reported as a

function of the liquid height h. Three regimes are delimited: Bouncing, Walking, and

Faraday. This plot is instructive because below a critical value noted hc ' 1.5 mm, no

walker is observed. However, one notices the apparition of the Faraday instability even

for a small liquid depth but for large values of Γ. Finally, in the deep liquid region:

ΓF and ΓW are nearly independent of h. In Figure 3.9, one notes two red dots: when

Figure 3.8: Photographs of droplets walking in linear cavities of different widths,
D = 2λF (left photograph) and D = 4λF (right photograph).

h (mm) D/�F

� �

(a) (b)

Bouncing Bouncing

Faraday Faraday

Walking Walking

Figure 3.9: For f = 70 Hz, thresholds of the Faraday instability ΓF (triangle down)
and the walking regime ΓW (triangle up) as a function of the liquid height h. Three
regimes are distinguished: Bouncing, Walking and Faraday. Both red circles corre-
spond to the experimental conditions: Me = 20 and the two depths used in this work.
By fixing Me = 20 in a deep water regime, we ensure that the droplet remains a
walker in a shallow water region.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Sketch of a rectangular cavity of width D = 2λF . The liquid depth
is adjusted in order to have h = 4 mm in the channel and h0 = 1 mm elsewhere.
The droplet can only walk in the channel as explained in the main text. (b) Picture
of a walker above a channel of width D = 2λF . Dashed lines indicate the channel
boundaries. Faraday waves excited by the droplets are seen to be strongly damped
outside the cavity.

fixing the forcing acceleration at Γ ' 3.8, a droplet is in its bouncing state at h = 1

mm, but turns to a walker for h = 4 mm. From the above results, we had the idea to

design cavities ensuring that the droplet would remain inside. We define the faraday

wavelength in a deep water region, previously measured in paragraph 3.1.5, as a control

parameter for the width of the channel. The channels are finally built as follows: it

consists in a rectangular cavity, carved in a square cell. The width D of the channel is

proportional to the Faraday wavelength that was previously measured. The length of

the channels is arbitrary fixed at L = 120 mm. The 180 × 180 mm2 cell is filled with

silicone oil, so that we obtain, within the channel a deep water region with a liquid

height h = 4 mm. Thus, the channel is surrounded by a shallow water area, where the

liquid height is noted h0 = 1 mm. These two depths correspond to the two red dots in

Figure 3.9. The forcing acceleration used Γ ' 3.8 corresponds to a memory parameter

of Me = 20. In Figure 3.10(a), a sketch of the channel is provided. Finally, we ensure

that the droplet can walk in the channel but stays as a bouncing droplet outside the

cavity, because of the height difference, accordingly to our results in Figure 3.9. In

Figure 3.10(b), one can see a photograph illustrating that the droplet is walking and

remaining within a channel. One can observe the wavefield, which can propagate within
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the cavity, while it is quickly damped outside. Finally, different channels have been

created with different widths D, from D/λF = 1/2 up to 6. In all cases, the droplet

is confined in the cavity. In Figure 3.11, the dependence of both thresholds is plotted

as a function of the nondimensionalised channel width D/λF . We note that, for large

channels D/λF > 3, ΓF and ΓW do not vary with the channel width and their values

correspond to those obtained for a square cavity in the deep water region, as shown

in Figure 3.9. Nevertheless, in smaller cavities such as D/λF < 3, one can observe

that the thresholds ΓW and ΓF depend on the width of the channel. Consequently,

it is necessary to re-adjust the forcing acceleration according to the evolution of both

thresholds in each respective channel, to ensure a fixed memory parameter. In our

experimental protocol, Γ is tuned so that Me = 20 is kept constant in the experiments

that we present in the following section.

h (mm) D/�F

� �

(a) (b)

Bouncing Bouncing

Faraday Faraday

Walking Walking

Figure 3.11: Thresholds of the Faraday instability (triangle down) and the walking
regime (triangle up) as a function of the nondimensionalised channel width D/λF .
The three regimes are depicted: Bouncing, Walking and Faraday. Herein, the liquid
height is fixed at h = 4 mm.

3.2.2 Walkers trajectories and Faraday instability

In this subsection, we focus on the trajectories of walkers in the different linear cavities.

At first, we observed that for D/λF < 1, the channel is able to pin the droplet which

remains immobile, and only bounces on the surface. Walking droplets are only found

for D/λF ≥ 1. Typical trajectories are drawn in Figure 3.12 for D/λF ' {1.5, 2, 4, 5.5}.
In narrow channels, the walker follows a rectilinear back-and-forth motion at a constant

speed. When the droplet reaches an extremity, it is reflected. For wider channels, the
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situation is completely different since the droplet jiggles, as it is evidenced in Figure

3.13. Tortuous trajectories with several reflections on the sides of the cavity are seen.

By increasing the width, the x component of the droplet velocity becomes more and

more important. It should be equivalent to the y component for an isotropic and large

system. We note that for narrow channels the droplet is never perfectly centred. In the

experiments involving droplets, experimentalists are worried about the presence of air

currents that may affect dramatically the dynamics of the droplet [136]. This is why

we placed walls all around the entire experimental setup. The experiment was then

driven upon rotating the cavity by π/2 and similar results were obtained. Therefore,

we assume that air currents are not the major cause for the wobbling motion and the

displacement of the droplet from the center of the channel in the narrow ones.

a)

(d)(c)(b)(a)

x

y

Figure 3.12: (Top row) Typical trajectories of a walker in four channels: D/λF ' 1.5
(a), D/λF ' 2 (b), D/λF ' 4 (c), D/λF ' 5.5 (d). In the first two narrow cavities
(a) and (b), the walker follows a linear path. The droplet has a back and forth motion
with a constant speed along the y-axis. In the wider cases (c) and (d), the walker is
wobbling and oscillations are seen in the transverse direction, i.e. in the x direction.
(Bottom row) Pictures of the Faraday pattern obtained in the corresponding upper
cavities when the acceleration Γ reaches ΓF . One can observe evanescent waves outside
the channels. The Faraday periodic pattern is only observed along the y axis. The
pattern corresponds to a bump along the x axis, where the Faraday wavelength λx
slightly differs from λy. A secondary light source placed close to the liquid bath
evidences a periodic substructure along the x axis, emphasised by yellow dashed
vertical lines.
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Figure 3.13: Photograph of a walker jiggling within a linear channel of width D =
4λF . The borders of the cavity are evidenced thanks to the dashed blue line. The
arrow blue line reveals that the walker is not following a straight path.

Figure 3.14: Faraday instability within a 1.5 λF channel. One can guess the nodal
line at the middle of the channel that splits an antinode of large amplitude from
another antinode of lower amplitude.

Since the successive impacts of the bouncing droplet on the surface are exciting Fara-

day waves, we explored the Faraday pattern into the different rectangular cavities. The

forcing acceleration was cranked up until the emergence of Faraday waves. Pictures

at the onset of the Faraday regime are shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.14. Instead of

the square patterns found in large tanks, we observed line patterns oriented along the

transverse direction of the narrow cavities. The line spacing along the longitudinal

direction corresponds roughly to λF . Those patterns look similar to those obtained by

Pucci and coworkers in the case of worm-like floating droplets [138, 139]. We conclude

at this point that a single mode of wave propagation could exist in narrow channels

since only transversal structures are observed for Γ close to ΓF . Outside the channel, in

the transverse direction, one can notice evanescent Faraday waves, which are strongly

damped, according to our results of Figure 3.9. Strictly considering line wave patterns,

it is hard to understand why a droplet starts to wobble for wide channels. A secondary
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light source has been placed close to the experiment in order to visualise the substruc-

ture of nodal lines which are evidenced with yellow dashed lines in Figure 3.12. One

can notice that the second light has to be tilted enough to obtain a proper visualization

of the nodal lines inside the channels. They are undulated with a wavelength close to

λF along the transverse direction. Note that λx differs from λy. This is illustrated

in Figure 3.15. We note that the ratio λx/λy evolutes around 2. This puzzling result

reveals the auto-adaptative character of the Faraday instability within the channels.

We also note a remarkable feature: the number nl of nodal lines is found to be odd in

those channels. This implies that an integer (and not half-integer) number of spatial

wave oscillation periods is always realised in our experiments. This peculiar property

is exploited and discussed in more detail in section 3.3. The number of nodal lines will

affect the transverse speed as shown below.

3.2.3 Droplet speed and energy ratio

In the following, we study the transverse and longitudinal speed of a walker in the

channels. In Figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b), one can observe the temporal evolution of

the walker speeds in a D/λF ' 3 channel. The trajectory of this walker is reported

in Figure 3.16(c). One can observe that the droplet wobbles a little in the channel.

The longitudinal speed vy evolves between 〈vy〉 = ±10.16 mm/s with fluctuations.

We can consider the droplet speed to be constant since it shifts from +〈vy〉 to −〈vy〉
quasi instantaneously. In the following, when the average speeds 〈|vy|〉 and 〈|vx|〉 are
calculated, the data corresponding to the backwards motion of the droplet are removed
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Figure 3.15: Evolution of the ratio λx/λy as a function of D/λy. Three regions of
different colours denote the number of nodal lines nl which is found to be odd in the
linear channels.
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to limit the large fluctuations and to properly estimate the average speeds. In Figure

3.16(a), one can notice that at t = 50 s, the speed does not reach +〈vy〉 immediately.

This is simply due to an interaction of the walker with the lower left border of the

channel, see Figure 3.16(c).
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Figure 3.16: (a) Evolution of the longitudinal speed vy and (b) transversal speed
vx of a walker as a function of time, in a channel of D/λF ' 3, and (c) its associated
trajectory. Colours correspond to those of the trajectories shown in Figure 3.12. The
average speeds are: 〈|vy|〉 = 10.16mm/s, and 〈|vx|〉 = 1.49 (mm/s).

In order to quantify the walker dynamics in channels, we consider the average speed

along the longitudinal and transversal directions: 〈|vy|〉 and 〈|vx|〉, as a function of

the channel dimensionless width D/λF . The results are shown in Figure 3.17(a) and

3.17(b). One observes that, along the y-direction, the velocity is equal to zero for

channels with D/λF ≤ 1. As the width increases, the velocity suddenly grows to reach,

for D/λ & 3, a constant value, namely the velocity of a walker in a 2d cell without

boundary effects. The behaviour is different along the x direction. 〈|vx|〉 has an almost

constant value for 1 < D/λF < 2 while it steadily increases with D for D/λF > 2.

One expects to obtain 〈|vy|〉 = 〈|vx|〉 for infinitely large channels since one recovers, in

this case, the 2D walker dynamics. The evolution of 〈|vy|〉 with D is described later in

this chapter thanks to an electromagnetic wave-guide analogy. The evolution of 〈|vx|〉
seems to be linked to the Faraday instability as discussed before. Indeed, when only

one nodal line is observed (i.e. nl = 1, which corresponds to one wavelength in the

transversal direction), 〈|vx|〉 is constant and only changes when two new nodal lines

appear (i.e. nl = 3, which corresponds to the emergence of a second wavelength along

the transversal direction) for D/λF = 3. Note that the subsequent growth of 〈|vx|〉
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Figure 3.17: (a) Evolution of the average longitudinal speed 〈|vy|〉 and (b) average
transversal speed 〈|vx|〉 of a walker as a function of the dimensionless parameterD/λF .
The black dashed curve is a fit using equation 3.6. Different colours denote different
propagation modes noted m, defined in section 3.3. Colours correspond to those of
the trajectories shown in Figure 3.12.

is slightly less pronounced for 2 < D/λF < 3 than for D/λF > 3. We attribute this

to the fact that in this particular interval of channel widths a single nodal line along

the center of the channel is still most often encountered, while the theoretical model

developed in the next section would in principle allow also for the excitation of the

subsequent mode exhibiting three nodal lines. This type of restriction is expected to

become less effective for wider channels with D/λF > 3. Since the main application

of narrow cavities is the path control of walkers, the relevant question concerns the

choice of the optimal width D for limiting the speed fluctuations along the transverse

axis. Figure 3.18 presents in a semi-log plot the ratio of the average kinetic energies

measured along the x and y directions, i.e. the ratio 〈v2y〉/〈v2x〉, as a function of D/λF .

As expected, a peak is observed around 1.5 ≤ D/λF ≤ 2.25. It should be noticed that

the ratio reaches values above 100. One can consider this range as optimal widths to

perform 1d experiments with walkers, in our conditions.
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Figure 3.18: Ratio of the kinetic energies in a semi log-scale as a function of the
dimensionless width D/λF . The ratio reaches a maximum at approximately 1.5 <
D/λF < 2.5. For very large D/λF values, we expect that the ratio tends to 1 due to
the equiprobability of the droplet motion in both directions.

3.3 Discussion

The above observations can be qualitatively captured by means of a simplified the-

oretical description of the Faraday waves that are emitted by the bouncing droplets

[120]. In a confinement-free configuration, a single bounce of a droplet at the position

r0 = (x0, y0) gives rise to a periodically oscillating surface wave profile of the form

[44, 81]

ζ(r, t) = AJ0(kF |r− r0|) cos(ωt/2)e−t/τM , (3.2)

which decays with a rate 1/τM that is inversely proportional to Me. We neglect here

the occurrence of a spatial attenuation ∝ e−|r−r0|/δ of the surface waves, which is en-

countered in droplet experiments [44]. The Bessel function of the first kind J0 arising

in equation (3.2) can be understood as representing the imaginary part of the retarded

Green function G(r, r0, kF ) that is associated with the two-dimensional Helmholtz op-

erator [120], that satisfies the equation(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+ k2F + i0

)
G(r, r0, kF ) = δ(r− r0) . (3.3)

We then have

J0(kF |r− r0|) = −4Im[G(r, r0, kF )]

=
1

π

∫
d2kδ(k2 − k2F )eik·(r−r0),

(3.4)
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which, when inserted into equation (3.2), indicates that only those waves ∝ eik·(r−r0)

persist whose wave vectors k satisfy the Faraday wave condition |k| = kF = 2π/λF .

The Faraday wave profile expressed in equation 3.2 will be modified in the presence

of sub-surface channels. This modification implies the hypothesis that Faraday waves

are still characterised by the same wavenumber kf in the presence of the boundary

conditions. Under these assumptions, the Green function has to satisfy the Helmholtz

equation, see equation 3.3. Inspecting the experimentally obtained surface wave profiles

that are depicted in the lower panels of Figure 3.12, we infer that the Faraday waves

emitted by a droplet in a channel approximately satisfy the Dirichlet boundary condi-

tions at the lateral borders of the channel, yielding the condition G(r, r0, kF ) = 0 at

r = (x, y) with x = 0 and x = D for the Green function of the Helmholtz equation. We

define the horizontal coordinate system such that the channel lies within 0 < x < D.

They furthermore appear to exhibit a nodal line at the channel’s centre at x = D/2

as can be seen again in Figure 3.12, which is presumably required to allow for a stable

droplet motion within the channel. We can then expand the Green function within the

lateral channel eigenmodes

χm(x) =

√
2

D
sin

(
2mπx

D

)
, (3.5)

satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions and (−∂2/∂x2)χm(x) = k2mχm(x) with

km = 2mπ/D, and exhibiting a node at x = D/2. This then yields a superposition

of longitudinal waves of the form χm(x) exp(ik
(m)
y |y − y0|) with k

(m)
y =

√
k2F − k2m

for 0 < m < D/λF , complemented by another superposition of evanescent waves

of the form χm(x) exp(−κ(m)
y |y − y0|) with κ

(m)
y =

√
k2m − k2F for m > D/λF the

influence of which can be safely neglected. As a consequence, surface waves cannot be

sustainably excited within too narrow channels whose widths D < λF are below the

Faraday wavelength. This in turn inhibits the walking of droplets within such narrow

channels, which is in excellent agreement with our experimental findings. It is now

straightforwards to infer that the walking speed vy of the droplet within the channel is

proportional to the effective wave number that characterises the longitudinal Faraday

wave pattern along the channel, as this particular wave number determines the slope

of the surface wave profile through which the droplet is horizontally accelerated upon

impact. We should note that the speed of the droplet is governed not only by the

wave number but also by the amplitude of the emitted surface waves. However, the

quantitative evolution of the latter is rather involved as it requires a new profound

understanding of the decay process of surface waves outside the channel, which is

beyond the scope of this chapter. In the particular case of channels whose widths satisfy
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λF < D < 2λF , this effective wave number is evidently given by k(1)y =
√
k2F − k21 as

only the lowest channel mode χ1 can be excited in that case. This yields the longitudinal

walking speed

vy = ±v(0)y

√
1−

(
λF
D

)2

, (3.6)

where v(0)y is a characteristic speed scale of the droplet without constraints, i.e. the

speed of a droplet in 2d.

Equation 3.6 is fitted on the data of Figure 3.17(a), yielding as sole free parameter

v
(0)
y = 11.9 mm/s, which roughly corresponds to the speed for droplets in 2d which

equals v2d = 12.4 mm/s. The fit is in good agreement with our experiments, even for

D > 2λF . This is attributed to the fact that the longitudinal speed of the droplet is

predominantly governed by the largest variation of the Faraday wave along the channel,

and the latter would be provided by the lowest transverse mode χ1. The transverse

speed vx, on the other hand, should be determined by the highest transverse mode that

enters into the superposition of modes constituting the Faraday wave profile, since this

particular mode provides the largest wave profile variations across the channel. We

should generally expect |vx| ∝ m where m = mmax is the largest integer that satisfies

m < D/λF . This expectation is roughly satisfied as we can see in Figure 3.17(b).

There are, however, significant deviations due to the fact that in practice this highest

transverse mode χmmax hardly ever participates in the experimentally observed Faraday

wave profile, as we saw in Figure 3.12. A more elaborate theoretical framework, taking

into account the decay of Faraday waves outside the channel in a more quantitative

manner, is certainly needed in order refine the model under consideration and thereby

obtain a more detailed understanding of the behaviour of walking droplets in channels.

The functional form of equation 3.6 is similar to the behaviour of the electrons in

quantum wire systems. The particles are confined along a direction while they are free

to move in the other one. In the case of carbon nanotubes, the confinement affects

the speed of an electron which increases with the diameter [140, 141]. One can also

establish an analogy with bosonic matter waves systems. In particular, ultra cold atoms

in optical matter-wave guides constitute another example [142, 143]. The properties

of the walkers dynamics is, furthermore, reminiscent of the propagation of light in

rectangular electromagnetic wave-guides. In particular, one may notice the “Ray-Optics

approach” used to understand the wave propagation in a guide, where the rays of light

bounces on each wall. Let us compare both systems: wave-guides are usually made of

two materials with refraction index n1 and n2. The light propagates in the medium of

index n1 < n2. Afterwards, the light is focused on the guide thanks to total reflection.
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In the walking droplet experiments, the two “materials” are the regions of different

fluid depths which alter the propagation of the Faraday waves, as seen in Figure 3.12.

The walker is constrained within the channel thanks to the differences between the

Faraday thresholds. Considering two regions as medium of different refractive index

is an idea that has been used by the group of Bacot et al. in order to study the

time reversal of Faraday waves [144]. More interestingly, our analogy can be pushed

further by comparing the velocity of the walker to the group velocity of the light

propagating within an electromagnetic guide. Indeed for TE1 wave guides, the light

group velocity is given by equation 3.6. Nevertheless, some differences occur. Indeed,

the Faraday instability auto-adapts to the channel width where, in the electromagnetic

case, the wavelength is an experimental fixed parameter. The comparison breaks down

for large channels which should be compared to TEn wave guides. Furthermore, this

waveguide analogy does not give any explanation for the evolution of 〈|vx|〉 with the

width of the channel. Finally, the waves emitted by the droplet are standing waves

while electromagnetic wave-guides consider only propagating waves. Analogies should

thus be taken with caution.

3.4 Driving droplets within cavities

Thanks to this work based on droplets confinement, we have now found the key in-

gredients to drive a droplet along a 1d path. One can use this method to conduct a

droplet within some more exotic cavity, for example a spiral, as it it is described by

the picture in Figure 3.19. The spiral was built similarly to the linear channels: a

deep water region with a liquid height of h = 4 mm, and a shallow water region of

h0 = 1 mm. The deep water region width was chosen so that the drop would remain

confined, as demonstrated in Figure 3.18, and was fixed at D = 7.5 mm which roughly

corresponds to D/λF = 1.5. The shallow water region width was arbitrary fixed at 4

mm. A photograph showing the dimensions of the spiral is shown in Figure 3.19(a).

In Figure 3.19(b) one can observe the trajectory of a droplet within the spiral cav-

ity, shown with a colour gradient. As expected, the droplet remains within the spiral.

Some measurements on the Faraday instability within this cavity were performed, as

it is illustrated in Figure 3.20. Contrary to the linear cavities, where the instability

appears and propagates in the whole cavity at almost the same forcing acceleration,

the instability within the spiral first appears at the end (i.e. the outside) of the spiral,

at Γ = 3.58, as shown in Figure 3.20(a). This threshold is written Γout
F . Therefore, one

has to consequently increase the forcing acceleration, see Figures 3.20(b) to (f), until

reaching Γ = 4.10 = Γin
F where the instability is finally settled within the whole cavity.
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Figure 3.19: Two photographs of a spiral cavity. The width of the deep water region
was fixed at 7.5 mm, and the shallow water region fixed at 4 mm (a). The trajectory
of the droplet is described with a colour gradient (b). The white colour corresponds
to the initial time of its path, and the dark blue colour corresponds to the final time
of its path.

Note that, when increasing even more the forcing acceleration, the Faraday instabil-

ity becomes chaotic. One can observe that the wavelengths within the spiral cavity

are perpendicular to the edges of the cavity in Figure 3.20, contrary to Figure 3.21,

where at some places a wavelength may appear or disappear. In the chaotic regime,

the number of wavelengths is not fixed.

Working with such a cavity is not that convenient, because the gap between both

thresholds Γout
F and Γin

F is considerable. Therefore, it becomes tricky to run some

experiments with a walker. Below Γout
F , a droplet can walk but can hardly explore the

whole spiral cavity. Besides, it is easily trapped to the edges of the channel, or it is

often reflected before it goes backwards. Cranking up the memory parameter would be

an alternative so that a walker may propagate within the whole cavity. However, as it

is illustrated in Figure 3.20, the Faraday instability first appears at the outer border

of the channel, which influences the dynamics of the walker but also disturbs its path.

Consequently, a walker may go backwards in the neighbourhood of the instability, or

undergo a chaotic trajectory within the instable region, where in addition, the tracking

of the drop can not be successful anymore. Note that, in Figure 3.19(b), the walker

could only explore a part of the cavity.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.20: Photographs of the Faraday instability within a spiral cavity. One
notes that the instability initially appears at the outer edge of the spiral. The forcing
acceleration at this moment is written Γout

F . It progressively reaches the inner edge,
when increasing the forcing acceleration until reaching Γ = Γin

F . On the different
photographs, one has Γ = 3.58 (a) also noted Γout

F , Γ = 3.68 (b), Γ = 3.78 (c),
Γ = 3.82 (d), Γ = 3.92 (e), Γ = 4.10 (f) also written Γin

F .

Figure 3.21: Two photographs of the Faraday instability within a spiral cavity. The
forcing acceleration is fixed at Γ = 4.52 = 1.10 Γin

F . Note that the Faraday pattern
presents some irregularities, and is not stationary. At some places, additional wave-
lengths successfully appear or disappear, which results in a variation of the number
of wavelengths within the cavity.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we evidenced that it is possible to confine and transport walking droplets

along 1d channels. While the longitudinal motion is dominated by a single mode, a fine

structure composed of m modes is observed in the transverse direction. We discussed

the similarities and differences with waveguide systems. We have shown, thanks to an

energetic study, that the optimal width maximising the longitudinal speed is around

2λF such that applications can be designed. One can for example drive a droplet

within an original cavity, such like a spiral one. In addition, upon shedding light on

the following question: how straight the walker’s motion can be in a 1d channel, we

have performed a study that complements the works based on walkers in confined

geometries. Among them, one can refer to the numerical work of Gilet [121] and the

experimental work of Harris et al. [122] where the authors focused on the statistics of

walkers in a corral cavity and cavity modes. However, exploring the spiral cavity has

demonstrated that it is also important to conduct experiments using cavities where the

Faraday instability appears within the whole cavity at almost the same threshold, if

one wants to work with a walker that explores the whole cavity. In the next chapter,

to avoid the difficulties mentioned in the case of the spiral cavity, we come back to a

more classical shape: a circular cavity. In particular, we will apply our results found

with the linear channels in order to confine a droplet in an annulus. We will explore as

well the effects of the memory parameter on the droplets dynamics.
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Annular cavities

In this chapter, we present experiments involving a single droplet placed in a circular

cavity. Thanks to our study of the confinement of a droplet within a 1d cavity, we ensure

that we can build circular cavities where the droplet remains and follows a circular

trajectory, reducing drastically any wobbling motion. First, we analyse the dynamics of

the droplet within such cavity. Secondly, we study the effect of the memory parameter.

We evidence different behaviours, depending on the size of the droplet, whether it is

confined or not. Finally, we characterise the influence of submarine obstacles placed in

a ring.

4.1 Experimental setup

4.1.1 Overview

The experimental parameters are similar to those previously described in Chapter 3.

The bath is vibrated at a frequency f = 70 Hz. The droplets have a diameter of

800 µm. Both bath and droplets are still composed of silicone oil with a fixed viscosity

ν = 20 cSt. The memory parameter is fixed at Me = 20. The sketch of an annular

cavity is given in Figure 4.1(a), with a picture of the experiment taken from above

(Figure 4.1(b)), and an angle of incidence of roughly 45 degrees (Figure 4.1(c)). The

cavity consists in two regions: a deep water area of liquid height h = 4 mm, and a

shallow water area of liquid height h0 = 1 mm. The width of the annular channel is

D = 7.5 mm, similarly to Chapter 3. We suppose that the optimal width to enable

confinement is similar to linear cavities. A picture of the Faraday instability in the

cavity is shown in Figure 4.1(d) from above, and with an angle of incidence of around

43
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Figure 4.1: (a) Sketch of a quarter of the annular cavity of width D and radius
R. The oil level is adjusted to obtain a depth h in the cavity and a thin layer h0
elsewhere. A walking droplet tends to remain in the cavity. Contours of the liquid
surface ζ(~r, t) are shown to illustrate that the propagation of waves mostly takes place
in the cavity while evanescent waves are observed outside the cavity. (b) Photograph
of the experiment from above, yellow dashed lines accounts for the channel borders.
One observes the waves emitted by the walker at each impact propagating mainly
along the channel for a memory Me = 20. (c) Photograph of the experiment at an
angle of incidence of about 45 degrees to better evidence wave crests. One can notice
that the waves generated at each impact are quickly damped outside the annular
cavity. (d) Faraday instability inside the channel above ΓF . Evanescent waves can be
observed outside the channel. (e) Photograph of the Faraday instability, at an angle
of incidence of almost 45 degrees.

45 degrees to better evidence wave crests, see Figure 4.1(e). One observes the limited

wave propagation outside the cavity, as well as the dependence of ΓF regarding the

fluid depth since Faraday instability takes place mainly on the cavity. Three rings of

different radii have been considered with Rsmall = 13.75 mm, Rmedium = 41.25 mm and

Rlarge = 68.75 mm.
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4.1.2 Confining a droplet within an annulus

As shown in Figure 4.2, observations show that typical droplet trajectories in the xy-

plane of single walkers are mostly circles, regardless of the size of the annular cavity,

forcing parameters or memory. Please note that there is no central force behind this

circular trajectory. The droplet follows the ring because the Faraday waves adopt

the symmetry of the cavity (see Figures 4.1(d) and 4.1(e)). Along the ring, i.e. in

the azimuthal direction, waves can be approximated to sinusoidal standing waves, as

expected for a 1d system as illustrated in Figures 4.1(b) and 4.1(c). In the transverse

direction, i.e. in the radial direction, the Faraday waves present antinodes in the center

of the cavity and evanescent waves are strongly damped outside the ring. The droplet

remains in the central part of the cavity. Moreover, the speed v of a walker is fixed by the

forcing parameters of the experiment and the geometry of the cavity. We checked that

the speed v ≈ 10 mm/s of the walker (at memory Me = 20) is independent of the ring

radius R. This may be the signature of the absence of any central force. Nevertheless,

the walker speed strongly depends on the presence of boundaries, especially the fluid

depth h, the channel width D, and the droplet’s diameter 2rd. It is worth noticing

that these experiments are dramatically sensitive to the horizontality of the setup. An

a priori negligible tilting of the bath can lead to an important variation of the speed

of the droplet depending on the region where it is walking. More importantly, it can

even hinder the dynamics of the droplet, which may be trapped close to an edge of
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Figure 4.2: Trajectories of a walking droplet at Me = 20, in three cavities of radii
Rsmall = 13.75 mm, Rmedium = 41.25 mm and Rlarge = 68.75 mm. The trajectories
illustrated here were recorded during a few minutes. As one could expect, the droplet
is properly confined within an annular cavity, and the wobbling motion remains weak.
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the cavity. We were sometimes confronted to this problem, in particular in the largest

annular cavity, where the process of equilibrating the setup to ensure its horizontality

could be tricky. Consequently, to avoid such troubles, it is far more convenient to work

within a cavity of a reduced surface.

4.2 Effect of the memory parameter

4.2.1 Preamble

Hereafter, we present the experiments involving the influence of the memory parameter

on the dynamics of the walker. In Chapter 2, we explained that the speed v of a walker

undergoes a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation [106]. Thus, one expects a growth of v

with an increase of Me. However, depending on the walkers’ size and the geometry of

the cavity, we will reveal that this expectation can be faulted.

In the coming section, we work with droplets of two different sizes. We generate large

droplets of diameter 2rd ' 0.9 mm and tiny droplets of diameter 2rd ' 0.7 mm. To

determine the evolution of the speed of a walker as a function the memory parameter,

we consider statistics. A droplet of fixed size is created. Its velocity is successively

measured at different fixed memories. The experiment is then repeated numerous times

with a new droplet of the same size. This protocol was even repeated for several days

to collect a large amount of numerical data points for better statistics. It is important

to note that, the speed of a walker is dramatically influenced by the external factors

which are sources of measurement errors, such as temperature variations, airflows, etc.

Indeed, from one day to another, temperature is never fixed, and a little variation of it

modifies the speed of a walker of approximately 10 %, but also the silicone oil viscosity

and consequently, the Faraday threshold. In order to properly minimise these sources

of error and to average our walker speed, we proceed as follows. For each day, one has

to adimensionalise the speed curves obtained by a specific value v∞0 . This speed v∞0

corresponds to the daily mean speed of a drop, within a specific cavity, at the largest

memory parameter that we reached that respective day. Afterwards, one can gather

every collected data to average the adimensionalised speed v/v∞0 . One finally obtains

the evolution of v/v∞0 as a function of the memory parameter Me, for large and small

drops in the different cavities. For all the cavities we used, the liquid height within the

deep water region is fixed, as usual, at h = 4 mm, and h0 = 1 mm in the shallow water

area.
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4.2.2 Experimental results

In this section, we discuss our results involving the effect of Me on walkers trapped

within 6 different cavities. At first, we use a 2d square cavity with size 100× 100 mm2,

that roughly equals to 20× 20λ2F . Secondly, we confine the droplet within an annular

cavity of 1.5λF width, which corresponds to a 1d channel. The radius of the cavity

is Rsmall. We increased the width of the annular cavity to 2.5λF and 4λF . Finally

we perform experiments in two 1d cavities: a linear channel of 1.5 λF and an annular

cavity of the same width, but of radius 2Rsmall.

4.2.2.1 Square cavity
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Figure 4.3: A semilogarithmic plot showing the evolution of v/v∞0 with the memory
parameter Me, within a square cavity of 10 × 10 cm2. The droplets diameter is
2rd = 0.7 mm (left) and 2rd = 0.9 mm (right). The curves are fitted using empirical
equation 4.1.

In this first cavity, we measured the evolution of the ratio v/v∞0 with Me. The results

are provided in Figure 4.3. One can observe that both tiny droplets (on the left) and

huge droplets (on the right) follow the same trend, i.e. a rise of the speed with Me. This

could be expected, as it is known from reference [106] that the walker’s speed undergoes

a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. Both curves are fits, using the following empirical

law:

v/v∞0 = 1− exp(−Me/Me∗), (4.1)

where Me∗ is a fitting parameter. It corresponds to a typical memory for which the

ratio v/v0 saturates and becomes stationary. The speeds v∞0 used to adimensionalise

the curves are given in table 4.1, and the fitting parameters Me∗ are written in table
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4.2. One has respectively v∞0 = 11.6 mm/s for small droplets, and v∞0 = 14.4 mm/s for

large droplets. In the following, one will see the effect of confinement on the evolution

of the speed of the walker.

4.2.2.2 Annular cavity
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Figure 4.4: A semilogarithmic plot showing the evolution of v/v∞0 with the memory
parameter Me, within a ring of width D/λF = 3/2 and of radius Rsmall = 13.75 mm.
This width corresponds to a 1d guide for the drop, as it was demonstrated in Chapter
3. The droplets diameter is 2rd = 0.7 mm (left) and 2rd = 0.9 mm (right). Contrary
to large walkers, the speed of tiny walkers confined in 1d, surprisingly decreases with
Me. The curve on the left figure is a fit using equation 4.2, whereas the curve on the
right figure is a fit using equation 4.1.

In this paragraph, we work with the annular cavity, described in section 4.1, of diameter

Rsmall. The evolution of the ratio v/v∞0 when confining the droplets is illustrated in

Figure 4.4. One has v∞0 = 6.6 mm/s for small droplets, and v∞0 = 14.3 mm/s for large

droplets. For large droplets, one obtains the expected behaviour, one uses here the

empirical law 4.1. However, for small droplets, one has the opposite: a decrease of the

speed with the memory parameter, which may seem counterintuitive. Indeed, since Me

is increased, the number of previous impacts contributing to the wavefield of the walker

should be more significant and the speed of the droplet should know a corresponding

growth. One first answer would be that the confinement may be responsible for the

diminishment of the speed of the small walkers. The empirical fit used for the decreasing

evolution of the speed of small droplets is

v/v∞0 = 1 + exp(−Me/Me∗). (4.2)
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Only a sign differs. The value of the parameters Me∗ is given in table 4.2. In the next

section, we work with an intermediate ring between 1d and 2d, accordingly to Chapter

3, and with a 2d annular cavity.

4.2.2.3 Width of annular cavities
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Figure 4.5: A semilogarithmic plot showing the evolution of v/v∞0 with the memory
parameter Me, within a ring of width D/λF = 5/2 and a ring of width D/λF = 4.
The droplets diameter is 2rd = 0.7 mm (left) and 2rd = 0.9 mm (right). The curves
are fits using equation 4.1. The annular cavity of width D/λF = 4 corresponds to a
channel where the droplet follows a 2d path, as seen in Chapter 3, while the other
cavity is an intermediate between a 1d and a 2d confinement. Each plot follows the
same trend.

In this section, we present experiments involving two new rings: a ring of intermediate

width D = 2.5λF , and a 2d ring of width D = 4λF . In each situation, one notices the

growth of the speed. For small walkers (resp. large) one has v∞0 = 9.89 mm/s (resp.

v∞0 = 13.9 mm/s) for the intermediate ring, and v∞0 = 11.8 mm/s (resp. v∞0 = 11.6

mm/s) for the bigger ring. The fitting parameters Me∗ are given in table 4.2. Thanks

to these graphs, one can suspect that this lowering in the speed of a walker of diameter

2rd = 0.7 mm may come from the confinement of the droplet. However, it is still not

clear why we observed this behaviour for the smallest walkers only.

4.2.2.4 Towards others 1d cavities

The results obtained within a 1d linear channel of D = 1.5λF are illustrated in 4.6. In

this experiment, we only work with tiny droplets since we assume the large ones will

know a rise of v∞0 as expected. The speed of the walker in this linear channel, in the high
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Figure 4.6: A semilogarithmic plot showing the evolution of v/v∞0 with the memory
parameter Me, within a 1d linear channel of width D/λF = 3/2. The droplets diam-
eter is 2rd = 0.7 mm. The curve is a fit using using equation 4.1, where the fitting
parameter is Me∗ = 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: A semilogarithmic plot showing the evolution of v/v∞0 with the memory
parameter Me, within a ring of width D/λF = 3/2 and of radius 2Rsmall = 27.5
mm. This width corresponds to a 1d guide for the drop, as it was demonstrated in
Chapter 3. The droplets diameter is 2rd = 0.7 mm (left) and 2rd = 0.9 mm (right).
The curve on the left figure is a fit using equation 4.2, while the fit used on the right
figure follows equation 4.1 One surprisingly observes the decrease in the speed of tiny
walkers with Me.

memory regime is v∞0 = 5.4 mm/s. The behaviour displayed by a tiny droplet within a

1d channel finally follows the assumptions one can have, accordingly to literature about

walking droplets, and faults our expectations about confinement. How can we explain

the lowering of v∞0 in Figure 4.4 ? We expected another decrease in the walker speed
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within a linear 1d channel but it yielded to the opposite. Is this striking behaviour due

to the confinement and also to the geometry of the circular cavity, where a wavefield

could self interfere at high memory? We finally use another cavity: it is still a 1d ring,

but of radius 2Rsmall. The results are presented in Figure 4.7. For large drops, one

has v∞0 = 11.0 mm/s, and v∞0 = 6.0 mm/s for the smallest ones. The biggest walkers

still follow the same trend and obey the empirical law defined by equation 4.1, while

the tiniest droplets know a diminution of the speed with Me, and follow the empirical

equation 4.2. The parameters Me∗ are listed in table 4.2. In the coming section, we

discuss and sum up all the results obtained.

4.2.2.5 Discussion
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Figure 4.8: A summary of every experiments presented above related to the effects
of the memory parameters, in the different cavities. The droplets diameter is 2rd =
0.7 mm (left) and 2rd = 0.9 mm (right). The curves are fits using empirical laws.
The error bars of the data plots have been removed for a better understanding and
readability.

Cavity Tiny droplets: v∞0 (mm/s) Large droplets: v∞0 (mm/s)
2d cavity 11.6± 0.2 14.4± 2.3
4λF ring 11.8± 1.0 11.6± 0.7

2.5λF ring 9.89± 0.03 13.9± 0.7
1.5λF ring 1Rsmall 6.6± 0.9 14.3± 1.0
1.5λF ring 2Rsmall 6.0± 0.5 11.0± 0.4

1.5λF linear channel 5.4± 0.6

Table 4.1: Averaged speed v∞0 , expressed in mm/s, of walkers at the largest memory
parameter Me obtained within the different cavities, for small (resp. large) walkers of
diameter 2rd = 0.7 mm (resp. 2rd = 0.9 mm). The cyan coloured cells evidence both
sets of data points that follow equation 4.2.
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Cavity Tiny droplets: Me∗ Large droplets: Me∗

2d cavity 11.4 16.7
4λF ring 8.7 11.3

2.5λF ring 5.6 11.0
1.5λF ring 1Rsmall 8.4 7.9
1.5λF ring 2Rsmall 5.5 9.9

1.5λF linear channel 4.7

Table 4.2: Fitting parameters used in our empirical laws within the different cavities,
for small (resp. large) walkers of diameter 2rd = 0.7 mm (resp. 2rd = 0.9 mm). The
cyan coloured cells evidence both sets of data points that follow equation 4.2.

In Figure 4.8, all the results are gathered in order to show the effects of the memory

parameter in the different cavities we used. For the sake of clarity and ease of com-

prehension, the error bars have been removed from this figure. The figure on the left

(resp. right) corresponds to the experiments involving small (resp. large) walkers. The

v∞0 corresponding to each plots are written in table 4.1, and the fitting parameters

Me∗ are given in table 4.2. About the large walkers, one can see that they all face a

strong increase of speed with Me. This is the typical behaviour expected [44, 89, 106].

However, concerning the tiny walkers, in every 2d situations the speed grows with the

memory as expected. A 1d linear channel leads as well to the same behaviour. Each

curve is fitted thanks to the empirical law defined by equation 4.1. However, when

working with a 1d annular cavity, one observes the decrease of v/v∞0 and the curves

are fitted, thanks to equation 4.2. So far, this awkward trend remains unexplained.

The only difference with the linear channel is that, within an annular cavity, when the

memory is large enough, the present wavefield may interact with its own past, without

reflection. One could suspect destructive interferences between the present and the

past wavefield. But why does this only occurs for tiny drops ? So far, there is one point

we did not mention: the bouncing mode of the droplet. The phase diagram in Figure

4.9 depicts the different kinds of bouncing modes for a fixed frequency of f = 80 Hz,

as we have seen in Chapter 2. Although we are running our experiments at f = 70 Hz,

one can make the following assumption. Large walkers speed grows with the memory

parameter as one can expect. However, when observing the W region in Figure 4.9, one

notes that it is surrounded by two chaotic regions. For small walkers, one may suspect

that the droplet size we worked with is just at the boundary between both « Chaos-W »

regions. It may explain why we measured a decrease of the speed. However, another

element needs to be specified: the Faraday thresholds of the different 1d cavities. In

the annular cavity of radius Rsmall, the Faraday threshold is ΓF = 3.88, and the forcing

acceleration is varied over a range Γ ∈ [3.38, 3.88]. One should expect a difference

between the thresholds of the annular cavity of radius 2Rsmall and the linear channel
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Figure 4.9: Phase diagram (Γ, D) of a droplet of 20 cSt silicone oil. The forcing
frequency is fixed at f = 80 Hz (from [104]).

1.3. L’INSTABILITÉ DE FARADAY 15
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Fig. 1.10: (a) Paramètre d’ordre en fonction du paramètre de contrôle pour une instabilité super-

critique. Le paramètre d’ordre crôıt au-delà d’un seuil bien défini, et aucune hystérèse

n’est observée. (b) Paramètre d’ordre en fonction du paramètre de contrôle pour une

instabilité sous-critique. Il existe une plage de valeur du paramètre de contrôle pour

laquelle deux valeurs sont possibles. Il est alors possible d’obtenir des états localisés

pour lesquels une région perturbée est entourée par une région qui reste au repos.

bilité. Dans ce cas de figure, il existe une plage de valeurs du paramètre de forçage pour

lesquelles deux états sont possibles (fig. 1.10 (b)). Il est possible d’envisager l’existence

de zones perturbées par des ondes tandis que le reste de la surface reste au repos. On

fabrique alors un état localisé, sorte d’analogue à deux dimensions des solitons. Dans le

cas de l’instabilité de Faraday, ces états présentent des oscillations périodiques (il s’agit

d’une bifurcation de Hopf [58]) et l’on parle d’oscillons. Pour obtenir une sous-criticalité

su�samment marquée, Lioubashevski et al. [56, 55] ont choisi un liquide très visqueux

et ont réduit fortement son épaisseur dans le récipient. Les structures complexes qui se

développent sur la surface se propagent à vitesse constante en conservant leur forme et

ne disparaissent qu’après une collision avec les parois du récipient. De la même manière,

l’emploi d’un visco-élastique rhéo-épaississant comme la maizena permet d’obtenir des

états localisés [59]. Il s’agit alors de trous dans la surface qui sont stabilisés par la vibra-

tion et qui sont susceptibles d’interagir entre eux. Enfin, Unbanhowar et al. ont montré

qu’il était possible de créer des oscillons en étudiant l’instabilité de Faraday dans un

milieu granulaire soumis à une oscillation verticale [82]. Ces états localisés exhibent

des comportements complexes : attraction ou répulsion par paire ou encore structures

périodiques qui s’organisent lorsque les oscillons sont su�samment denses sur la sur-

face. On retrouve des e↵ets analogues en optique non linéaire [73] ou bien dans certaines

systèmes de réaction-di↵usion [54] . Un important e↵ort théorique a été fourni pour com-

Order parameter

Control parameter

Figure 4.10: Schematic of a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. While the order
parameter remains the same below a certain threshold, it suddenly arises after the
latter. No hysteresis is observed.

of the same width, since in the first case v/v∞0 arises with the memory parameter,

contrary to the linear channel. Nevertheless, both Faraday thresholds were the same:

ΓF = 3.63, and the walkers were evolving in the domain Γ ∈ [3.38, 3.63]. For the three

1d cavities, the same range of Γ were finally explored. Another path certainly needs

to be explored: it is the bifurcation branch. In Figure 4.10, a supercritical pitchfork

bifurcation is illustrated. Maybe in the case of tiny walkers in circular 1d cavities, the

lower branch of the bifurcation diagram is the solution of the system, for a reason that

remains obscure. This is maybe why the walkers, in these conditions, know a decrease

in their speed.

We have finally pointed out a striking phenomenon. In specific conditions, the speed

of a walker can decrease with the memory parameter. We only have assumptions to
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attempt to explain this trend. Even though this diminishing remains unsolved, we have

opened a door for a new problem and we are still seeking a solution.

4.3 Submarine barriers
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Figure 4.11: (a) Photograph of a part of the different gears used in our experiments,
with a number of teeth Nt ranging from 8 to 22. (b) Photograph of a gear with
Nt = 12 that fits in a ring. The thickness of a tooth is noted a, and the gap between
two consecutive teeth is b. The pitch of this network is given by p = a+ b. It seems
that a and b vary on the photograph. This impression is actually only due to the
shadows of some tooth, because of a little tilting of the camera, and the light above
the bath, whose beams are not perfectly perpendicular to the experimental setup.
(c) A schematic cross-section of the annular cavity of different depths, to host our
different gears. The depth hd is fixed to 4.5 mm. The submarine obstacle is sketched
within the 1d cavity, of radius Rsmall. The thin layer of silicone oil, in the surrounding
shallow water area is noted h0, and h corresponds to the deep water area. The height
of the gear is given by hg = 3 mm, and the layer of oil above is noted hobs. A tiny
walker of diameter 2rd = 0.7 mm is represented near the bath.

In this section, we emphasise the effects of periodic submarine barriers submerged in

a circular 1d cavity, on the dynamics of walkers. The droplets have a diameter of

2rd = 0.700 mm, the memory parameter is fixed at Me = 20 and we work with an an-

nular cavity of radius Rsmall but with a different channel depth hd = h−h0, which was

fixed at hd = 3 mm in the previously presented results. This study is an extended work

to the tunneling effect, which was already investigated and characterised [118, 137].
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Our idea is to go further: instead of a step of a certain thickness and height, and a

droplet evolving in a 2d area, we use a submarine lattice, placed within our 1d ring.

For this effect, we have built several gear-like pieces, see Figure 4.11(a). We used gears

with a number of teeth of Nt = [8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 22, 26, 28, 30, 32]. The thickness of

a tooth is noted a, and the gap between two consecutive teeth written b. They vary

with Nt, as one can observe in Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b). The pitch of this submarine

network is given by p = a+ b. Note that, for every gear, the surface Sobs corresponds

to the obstacles. In other words it corresponds to the shallow water region explored by

the walkers, and it remains roughly the same from one gear to another. It is calculated

by aNtlt = Sobs, where lt = 6.2 mm is the length of a tooth. The height of the gears

is hg = 3 mm. The parameters a, b and p are given in table 4.3. In the following,

we will work with the adimensionalised quantity p/λF , also given in table 4.3, with a

precision of 3%. The Faraday wavelength is given by λF = 6.1 mm, its determination

is explained in Chapter 5. In order to receive these gears, the annular channel was dug

until reaching hd = 4.5 mm, see Figure 4.11(c). One fixes the parameters h and h0

so that the walker feels the depth variation. The liquid height above an obstacle, i.e.

above a tooth, noted hobs must correspond to a shallow water region that a walker may

cross.

Nt a (mm) b (mm) p (mm) p/λF
8 2.05 8.35 10.4 1.71
10 1.6 6.75 8.35 1.37
12 1.3 5.5 6.8 1.11
15 1.05 4.45 5.5 0.90
18 0.9 4.0 4.9 0.80
20 0.8 3.3 4.1 0.67
22 0.6 3.2 3.8 0.62
26 0.74 2.75 3.49 0.57
28 0.64 2.53 3.17 0.52
30 0.62 2.36 2.93 0.48
32 0.55 2.27 2.82 0.46

Table 4.3: The various parameters of the gears we used in our experiments: number
of teeth Nt, width of a tooth a, gap between two successive teeth b, pitch of the
network p.

In solid state physics, for physical systems below a certain size, as a wavelength for

example, surprising phenomena different from the large scales may occur. Immediate

examples deal with light diffraction, X-ray crystallography. In the present experiment,

we focus on the mean speed of the walker as a function of p/λF . Our setup can be seen

as a Kronig-Penney experiment [145–148] but adapted for walkers that cross a periodic

potential well. Indeed, Kronig-Penney model is represented by a 1d periodic potentiel,
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as it is the case for our 1d annular cavity. The periodicity of the potential well is a rel-

evant property that yields electronic band structure. Solving the Schrödinger equation

provides the allowed and forbidden energies. We wonder if, with this experiment, we

can similarly obtain band gaps.

A first attempt was made, by fixing h0 = 1 mm and hobs = 2.5 mm. However, the

mean speed of a walker remained constant for the different gears and its speed was

identical as a walker in a bare ring. This could be expected because the Faraday

threshold was not modified in the presence of gears. In addition, when referring to

Figure 3.9, one can observes that below h ' 2 mm, the bouncing mode of a walker

remains unaffected. Besides, the thickness of the teeth is too thin for the walker to feel

their influence. Consequently, one ensures that hobs in our setup, is calibrated so that

it is below 2 mm. In the following, we carefully fixed the liquid heights to: h = 4.9 mm

and h0 = 0.4 mm. It yields to hobs = 1.9 mm. The speed v0 of a walker in the bare

ring is v0 = 7.5 mm/s. In Figure 4.12(a), the adimensionalised mean speed of a walker

v/v0 is plotted as a function of p/λF . Each ratio v/v0 is lower than 1, accordingly to

our expectations. The walker in these experimental conditions, feels the presence of

the submarine obstacles. The mean speed of a walker decreases slowly until reaching

p/λF ' 1/2, where it dramatically collapses near zero. Then, one notes a quick boost

in the ratio v/v0 which roughly reaches v/v0 ' 0.8. Different regions are depicted on

this figure: two green ones and a blue ones. In the blue region, the walker encounters a

change, or several, of its direction of rotation, whereas in the green region, the walker

is not subject to any change. Note that the green area on the left is presented with a

colour gradient, revealing the absence of data points for p/λF < 0.5. In the Kronig-

Penney model, one determines several energy bands. One may suspect to obtain several

other blue bands, where the mean speed collapses again as a result of regular changes

of direction. In Figure 4.12(b), the angular positions of a walker are illustrated, in

both different regions. Figure 4.12(b) on the left depicts a trajectory of a walker with

numerous changes of its direction of rotation, which significantly lower its mean speed,

whereas, as it is illustrated on the figure 4.12(b) on the right, the walker constantly

orbits clockwise. In Figure 4.12(c), one focuses on the evolution of the adimensionalised

Faraday threshold Γ0/Γ
0
F as a function of p/λF , where Γ0

F is the Faraday threshold of

the bare cavity. When looking at the ratios, it appears that the presence of gears has

a very little influence over the Faraday threshold of the bare ring. However, the gap

between ΓF /Γ
0
F is sufficient enough for the walker to feel the influence of the gears.

Note that in the blue region, ΓF increases significantly before it collapses and starts

soaring again.
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This original experiment finally reveals that the presence of a periodic submarine lattice

modifies the dynamics of a walker. The green regions depicted in Figures 4.12(a) and

4.12(c) can be seen as « allowed » regions for the walker, which only faces a variation

of its speed, depending on the adimensionalised pitch of the lattice. However, when

a walker explores a blue region, it is subjected to numerous changes in its direction

of rotation, which leads to a dramatic decrease of its mean speed, which is close to

zero. One can consider this region as a forbidden band, for a walker, similarly as the

Kronig-Penney model that evidences forbidden bands for the electrons. One suspects

that when reaching p/λF = 1/2, the Faraday wavelength is locked on the pitch of the

lattice, which implies a collapse of the velocity of the walker. One finally wonders

if there are there others blue regions when decreasing p/λF . It would clearly be of

interest to explore this unknown area, as well as studying the effects of the memory

parameter, the droplet size and the liquid height above the obstacle hobs. This study

opens therefore new types of original investigations.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced our first experiments involving an annular cavity. Its

width was chosen so that a walker remained confined within, and we demonstrated

that the walker was properly trapped in the ring. Whatever the radius of the ring is,

the droplet follows a regular circular path. The patterns of the Faraday instability has

been characterised and we evidenced that the evanescent waves are quickly damped

outside the ring, similarly to our previous linear channels.

Secondly, we focused on the effects of the memory parameter on the droplet speed.

We demonstrated that depending on the size of the droplet and the geometry of the

cavity, unexpected behaviours occurred but only for the tiny walkers. In particular, we

observed that, in annular cavities, a walker of diameter 2rd = 0.7 mm was subject to

a lowering of its velocity with Me, contrary to our expectations from literature, which

announces the opposite, because of the subcritical bifurcation that a walker undergoes.

This striking result is maybe related to the bouncing mode of the tiny walker, which

could be in between a chaotic and a walking regime. This is a pure assumption. Another

explanation is that, it could be the manifestation of a walker verifying the lower branch

of the supercritical bifurcation.

Finally, we extended our investigations to an annular cavity with submarine obstacles.

This is a sort of extension to prior works on tunnelling effects. We propose to design

some periodic obstacles that the walker has to cross. This experiment is a sort of
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adaptation for walkers of the Kronig-Penney model. The study of the mean speed of

walkers v/v0 as a function of p/λF provides the existence of a forbidden band, where

a walker can hardly explore the whole annular cavity, due to multiple changes of its

direction of rotation that result in a speed close to zero. It would be worth exploring

the region below p/λF < 0.5 to possibly discover new forbidden bands for walkers.

Since we observed a dramatic decrease in the speed of a walker at p/λF = 1/2, one

may suspect a similar behaviour for p/λF = 1. Additional data points should be taken

close to this ratio and it would be worthy building with an intermediate number of

teeth Nt = 13 to 14. It would be of interest to work with larger teeth widths, and to

study the effects of hobs or Me. Another interesting key parameter to study would be

the Faraday threshold depending on the lattice used. Designing a gear accordingly to

a dramatic enhancement of the Faraday threshold, but for which a walker can cross

the various obstacles, would probably lead to some other surprising and interesting

discoveries.
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Figure 4.12: (a) Evolution of the adimensionalised mean speed of a walker v/v0 in
a cavity with periodic submarine obstacles, as function of the adimensionalised pitch
of the network p/λF . The ratio v/v0 is always lower than 1. Regions of different
colours are depicted. The green area on the right corresponds to a walker which
permanently orbits in the same direction. In the blue area, the walkers frequently
undergo modifications of their direction of rotation. The green area on the left,
however, represents the start of a new region without modification of the direction or
rotation. Nevertheless, we prefer to apply a white to green colour gradient, since we
have no data point below p/λF < 0.5. (b) Angular position of a walker evolving in a
cavity with a periodic submerged potentiel. On the left, we present a walker whose
direction of rotation is regularly modified. On the right, a trajectory of a walker that
moves clockwise without any change of direction is illustrated. (c) Adimensionalised
Faraday thresholds ΓF /Γ

0
F for the different gears used, where Γ0

F is the threshold of
the bare ring. One has Γ0

F = 3.92. The regions depicting the possible variations of
the direction of rotation are represented.





Chapter 5

Interactions between droplets

In this chapter, we focus on the interactions between droplets. First, we review the

interactions between them among 1d linear channels. We depict a variety of events

that can occur when a droplet encounters another one. In a second part, we keep

our attention on the interactions between droplets placed in a ring. Surprising results

are obtained. In particular, when every walker in a cavity moves clockwise or counter

clockwise, we show that the droplets finally share a coherent wave. It results that they

are even propelled at a velocity faster than a single walker.

5.1 Interactions within linear channels

5.1.1 Methods

In the following experiments, we work with linear channels and keep the same exper-

imental conditions as in Chapter 3. The results we present are illustrated via spatio-

temporal diagrams, see Figures 5.1 to 5.4. The drops are enlightened so that we only

visualise them without their wavefields, as it was described in Figure 3.3(a). For each

experiment, we shoot the trajectory of the droplets. Afterwards, a Matlab code is run

over each frame of the movie. It determines the mean value of the intensity of the pixels

over each horizontal line, which provides a resulting frame of width one pixel. Thus,

one easily gets the vertical position of the droplets within the channel. Finally, every

resulting frames are combined to build a spatio-temporal diagram. On each diagram,

the upwards and downwards borders of the cavities are illustrated thanks to yellow

dashed lines. The frames of the examined movie corresponding to the initial and final

times, noted t0 and tf , are placed on both sides of the resulting diagram. The position

61
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of the walkers is indicated with yellow circles. Just below an axis corresponding to

the elapsed time is placed. When needed, the instants we want to focus on are indi-

cated with their corresponding frame or a coloured square. In the coming section, we

emphasise the variety of behaviours between interacting droplets.

5.1.2 Towards repulsion, merging, orbits and vanishing

COLLISION_REPEL _ 
SAME DISTANCE 

t0

(2)

(1)

(2)
(1)

tf
t1

t3

t3 au dessous, 
si besoin est pour la suite

t2

Figure 5.1: Spatio-temporal diagram of two droplets placed within a linear channel
of width 1.5λF . The yellow dot lines delimit the borders of the rectangular channel. A
black arrow line shows the elapsed time. The spatio-temporal diagram is surrounded
by two photographs, at the initial and final times t0 and tf . Two yellow circles show
the positions of both droplets. Two yellow arrow lines illustrate two phenomena at the
times t1 and t2, which are depicted with two photographs below the spatio-temporal
diagram. The time t1 reveals a collision between both droplets, which do not merge
here, but currently move at the same fixed distance before they collide with the
downwards border. At the time t2, one can observe the droplets moving with another
fixed distance.

When several droplets are placed within a cavity, they interact with each other. A

variety of different events can happen. In Figure 5.1, is illustrated a collision between

two walkers, which are currently repelled. They were both created within a linear

channel of width 1.5λF , the memory parameter is fixed at Me = 20. At the initial state,
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one can observe that the droplets are getting closer. Then, a collision between them

occurs at the instant t1 and is illustrated by a photograph underneath. Afterwards,

walker 1 goes backwards for a few seconds before it turns back, once more, to follow the

other drop at a fixed distance. Then, droplet 2 interacts with the lower border of the

channel. At the instant t2, the pair of walkers goes backwards at the same speed but

with a different fixed distance. Finally, droplet 1 interacts with the upwards extremity

of the channel and the pair of walkers go backwards again, and so on. Note that, in

this figure, when walker 2 interacts with the edge of the cavity, it remains there for

a few seconds before it is repelled and moves along with walker 1. In Figure 5.2,

2lambda ici!!!

t0 tf

RE DIMENSIONNER  

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

Figure 5.2: Spatio-temporal diagram of two droplets placed within a linear channel
of width 2λF . The yellow dot lines delimit the borders of the channel. A black
arrow line shows the elapsed time. The spatio-temporal diagram is surrounded by
two photographs, at the initial and final times t0 and tf . Two yellow circles show the
positions of both droplets. This diagram shows that when both droplets orbit each
other for a dozen of seconds or so, after they repel and move in opposite directions,
as it is illustrated with both pink rectangles. In both cases, the droplets finally repel.
The green square shows an interaction with droplet 2, which remains close to the
downwards border for a few seconds, before it goes backward.

both pink squares depict a phenomenon that does not frequently happen between two

walkers within a channel. Both droplets orbit and follow a twin star type of motion

which is not stationary. It usually ends in the repellence of the walkers in opposite

directions, after one tenth of a second. This orbiting phenomenon is even more striking

and shows some limit of our quasi 1d channels. A single droplet follows a 1d path

in such channel. However, two walkers when they might orbit, describe a 2d motion.

In particular, the distance between both « twin stars » droplets is always below half

of the Faraday wavelength, in our observations. Thus, there is always enough room

in our 1d channels, so that both droplets can orbit. Another limitation to our 1d

channel is that, when two walkers are orbiting, they might escape from the cavity. This

rare event is only possible because the wavefield resulting from the interaction between
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Figure 5.3: Spatio-temporal diagram of three droplets placed within a linear channel
of width 1.5λF . The yellow dot lines delimit the borders of the channel. A black
arrow line shows the elapsed time. The spatio-temporal diagram is surrounded by two
photographs, at the initial and final times t0 and tf . Yellow circles show the positions
of the droplets. Blue squares reveal the collisions undergone by two droplets, which
quasi-instantly repel and move in opposite directions. At the instant t1, a particular
phenomenon is observed. The drops numbered 1 and 2 finally merge and form a larger
droplet numbered 2∗. Note that, droplet 3 is not responsible for this merging. Two
droplets can easily gather in a larger one as soon as they are moving toward each
other.

two walkers is no longer damped enough in the shallow water area. Thus, one of the

orbiting droplet can visit a small part of the shallow water area, before it is attracted

again into the channel thanks to its neighbour droplet. In an even more rare case

both droplets might escape from the channel. They end up deriving and remaining

bouncing droplets in the shallow water region. Another event in the green square is

illustrated. One can see a small wobbling motion, nearby the extremity of the linear

channel. The spatio-temporal diagram also reveals that when interacting with the edge

of the channel, the conservation of momentum is faulted. In Figure 5.3, one can focus

on another event: a merging. In this experiment, three walkers were placed within a

1d channel. In the beginning of the figure, three blue squares are showing the collisions

between the droplets, which result quasi-immediately in the repellence between the

interacting droplets. At a time t1, the merging of both droplets 1 and 2 occurs, which

gives a droplet named 2∗. In the end of the spatio-temporal diagram, one observes
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that there are only two gray lines of different widths, illustrating the trajectory of both

walkers. The thickest line corresponds to the large droplet 2∗ and the thinnest to walker

3. Finally, in Figure 5.4 another phenomenon is evidenced: the vanishing of a droplet.
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Figure 5.4: Spatio-temporal diagram of three droplets placed within a linear channel
of width 1.5λF . The yellow dot lines delimit the borders of the channel. A black
arrow line shows the elapsed time. The spatio-temporal diagram is surrounded by
two photographs, at the initial and final times t0 and tf . Yellow circles show the
positions of the droplets. One can observe that droplet 2 and droplet 3 move roughly
at a fixed distance, before they interact with the downwards border of the channel
and stays there for a few seconds. Afterwards, walker 1 interacts with the pair of
walkers and is repelled. Thereafter, it results in a string of three walkers, moving at
the same speed with the same fixed distance between each consecutive walker, as it is
illustrated at the time t1. At the time t2, one can see that the droplet 1 has coalesced.
Droplets 2 and 3 eventually continue their trajectory, still at the same speed.

Three walkers were created within a linear cavity of width 1.5λF . In the first half of

the phase diagram, one observes the interaction between the lower walkers with the

edge of the cavity. Similarly to Figure 5.1 where a walker seemed to get trapped close

to the edge, both walkers are trapped and stay close to the edge for a few seconds,

before being finally repelled and moving all together with the third walker. In the

second half of the space time diagram, one eventually has a chain of three droplets

which are moving at a fixed and identical distance. In particular, this is illustrated at
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the instant t1. Then, at an instant t2 is depicted the vanishing of a droplet, probably

due to some dust particules lying on the bath surface. However, it is interesting to

see that the coalescence of a droplet does not disturb the path, or the speed, of its

neighbours. Indeed, both surviving droplets keep going at the same speed. This will

be further discussed in section 5.2.

5.1.3 Discussion: from channels to rings

We have previously discussed the different phenomena that can arise, when placing

several droplets within a linear cavity. One has depicted merging, repulsions, orbits,

and the vanishing of droplets, from Figures 5.1-5.4. The orbiting events have pointed

out some limit to our 1d channels, since they can undergo a 2d path. It has also been

showed that, when several droplets are moving together as a « string », when they

interact with an edge of the cavity they may be stuck for a few seconds and the distance

between them may vary. Actually, this situation was regularly encountered. It may

even result in the splitting of a chain, when considering a chain of more than two walkers

which were interacting close to the border of the cavity. For these different reasons, it

is finally difficult to characterise the interactions between numerous droplets, even if we

easily evidence the different phenomena with several droplets. In addition, the chances

for two droplets to merge are not negligible. The experiments we performed usually

lasted a few minutes before two walkers, or even more, merged. The main drawback

of this experimental setup is currently the extremities of the channel. The latter are

responsible for the collisions between droplets, when they have to go backward, which

often lead to the merging of both droplets or the splitting of a chain of droplets. A

simple way to avoid that is to work with an annular cavity. In particular, in Chapter 3,

we studied annular cavity wherein a walker was following a 1d motion along a circular

line. This robust method will enable us to study the interaction between numerous

droplets and to reveal the coherent nature of the wavefield.

5.2 One ring to rule them all

Walking droplets possess fascinating properties due to their peculiar wave-particle in-

teraction leading to unexpected quantum-like behaviours. We propose an original study

consisting in droplets walking along annular cavities. We show that, in this geometry,

they spontaneously form a string of synchronised bouncing droplets that share a com-

mon coherent wave propelling the group at a speed faster than single walkers. The
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formation of this coherent wave and the collective droplet behaviours are captured by a

model. Those are at the opposite of the ones found in 2d geometries [129]. Our results

shed a new light on walking dynamics.
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Figure 5.5: (a) PDF of the distance between two identical walkers, at a memory
Me = 20. Around 15000 events were measured. The values 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2, . . . corre-
spond to the discrete sets of n according to equation 5.1. (b) Red dots represent the
droplet interdistances as a function of the label n describing the interaction mode for
a memory Me = 20. These data points are provided by the PDF diagram above. The
red line is a fit using equation(5.1). Error bars are not indicated since they are smaller
than the symbol size. Blue triangles are droplet interdistances given by the model
for synchronous (triangle up) or antisynchronous bounces (triangle down). In the
synchronous bounces both droplets are successively lifting and landing at the same
time. In the antisynchronous case, while a first drop bounces, the second one is in
a free flight and vice versa. The dashed blue line is a fit upon simply assuming s as
submultiples of the Faraday wavelength: s ' nλF /2. Note that the quantification
does not depend on the value of the memory Me.
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5.2.1 Interaction between two droplets

In this section, we work with the same experimental parameters previously described

in Chapter 4. We consider circular rings of radius Rsmall = 13.75 mm, where droplets

walk forever without reaching a boundary. The sketch of an annular cavity was given in

Figure 4.1(a). All the experiments involve droplets of diameter 2rd = 0.8 mm. When

two (or more) droplets are placed in the ring, they walk clockwise or counterclockwise

depending on their initial conditions. We focus here on the interactions between only

two identical droplets, which walk in the same direction. When both droplets walk in

the opposition direction, one encounters the same behaviours, depicted in section 5.1.

To avoid such thing, we proceed as follows: a first droplet is created above the cavity.

Secondly, another walker is created nearby the ring. Therefore, it simply consists in

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: (a) Photograph of two walkers in a synchronous bounce. (b) Photograph
of a group of 9 walkers in an annular cavity. One observes quantified interdistances
(s ' 3/2λF ) and antisynchronous bounces for the successive droplets. Note that the
case of a string of N walkers (where N > 2) will be examine in subsection 5.2.2.

bending the surface of the liquid with a needle tip in order to propel the second walker

in the same direction of the first one. After a while, both walkers interact through

their waves and come to bounce at a fixed distance from each other, as it was already

demonstrated by the group of Couder [83, 111, 129]. In Figure 5.5(a), a PDF diagram

demonstrates that these quantified distances noted s, are stable in time. This figure

was obtained upon simply recording the trajectory of a pair of orbiting walkers, in

a steady state. The distance s was then calculated. We repeated the experiment
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Figure 5.7: (Circles) Speed of a droplet pair v2 (in log. scale) as a function of the
distance s between droplets. The speed is normalised by the speed v1 of a single
droplet. Error bars are indicated. (Triangles) The model explained in the main
text returns quantified interdistances s between droplets as well as specific speeds v2
for both synchronous (triangle up) and antisynchronous (triangle down) cases. An
excellent agreement is found between the model and the experimental data. The
dashed curve is an exponential decay fitting the results from the model.

for numerous pairs, at different fixed distances. We obtained around 15000 events to

build this PDF. The obtained peaks clearly reveal the distance quantification. Thanks

to this diagram, one can build Figure 5.5(b) to characterise the quantification of the

interdistances between successive droplets, in various groups of two droplets that are

launched randomly in an annular cavity. The space s is a set of discrete values linked

with the Faraday wavelength λF , accordingly to the following empirical formula:

s = (n− ε0)λF , (5.1)

where ε0 accounts for the dimensional aspect of the waves and their damping due to

viscosity. The label n is an integer or a half integer. Fit using equation 5.1 gives

λF = 6.1 ± 0.1 mm and ε0 = 0.18 ± 0.02. The first observed situation corresponds to

n = 1 for which the bounces are synchronised, see Figure 5.6(a). Half integer values

of n correspond to antisynchronised walkers, see Figure 5.6(b). The case n = 1/2 is

particular since the droplets start to orbit around each other and they follow complex

trajectories [111]. They finally coalesce or vanish in the vibrating bath. The absence of

circular motions and promenade modes for other interdistances is assumed to be due

to the constrain originated from the boundaries. Figure 5.7 shows the speed v2 of the

pair of bouncing droplets as a function of the distance s separating them. The group
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speed is normalised by the speed v1 of single droplets in the ring, where v1 ' 10 mm/s.

The single droplet case v1 should represent the asymptotic case when the interdistance

tends to infinity to neglect interactions. The speeds v2 obtained for droplet pairs are

larger than v1 in both synchronous and antisynchronous cases. The speed ratio is also

seen to decrease exponentially as a function of s. A model was developed, see the blue

dashed line, and is in good agreement with our experiment. The latter is described in

subsection 5.2.3. We will also develop there why the pair of walkers is moving faster

than a single one. In the following, we discuss the evolution of a string with more than

two droplets.

5.2.2 Interaction with N droplets
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Figure 5.8: Trajectory of a string of 4 droplets, distant from s ' 1.5λF . Each
walker still follows a circular 1d trajectory. Each colour corresponds to a walker.

In Figure 5.8, four trajectories of four droplets are presented. The distance between

two consecutive walkers is about 1.5 λF . It is worth noting that all the walkers that

constitute this string still follow regular circular trajectories. All the drops are moving

at the same speed, consequently the distance between each drop remains the same, no

matter how many droplets the string involves. Figure 5.9 presents a picture of a chain

of four droplets. It also offers a visualisation of the wavefield emitted by the drops,
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which adapts to the cavity symmetry. The coherence of the wave propelling the string

of walkers has been tested [149]. When a string of a few droplets is formed, we used

a needle to destroy one of the central droplets. The system appears to be unaffected

by the disappearance of this droplet and behaves exactly as before. The distances re-

main unchanged and the synchronicity is kept. Movies of that experiments are given

(b)

Figure 5.9: Four bouncing droplets walking in an annular cavity and creating a co-
herent wave propelling the group at a speed larger than individual droplets. The co-
herent wave is seen to follow the cavity symmetry. One can observe anti-synchronous
bounces for the successive drops.

in the supplementary materials [149]. Such an experiment, to verify the coherence of

the waves, was already presented in Figure 5.4. Indeed the spatio-temporal diagram

revealed the vanishing of a droplet did not impact the speed of the remaining walk-

ers. The only difference in Figure 5.4, is that the walker naturally vanished (probably

because of some dust particles), without the disturbing action of the experimenter. It

clearly confirms that the coherence is not an artefact. When the number N of droplets

increases, the coherent wave extension increases accordingly. At some point, the wave

starts to self-interfere such that the system destabilises, as it is depicted in Figure 5.10.

We checked that it is nearly impossible to form a complete ring of droplets moving

cooperatively due to this effect. The only stable groups of droplets are found up to 11

droplets in the smallest ring, each pair of droplets being distant from about one λF . In

the same spirit, modifying the acceleration will inevitably change the stability of the

system. Indeed, at higher memory, e.g. Me = 45, only seven droplets can be placed.

The space between each consecutive droplets was also varied. At a fixed memory of

Me = 20, one could only create a string of eight droplets, separated by 1.5λF , which,

in terms of distance between the head and the tail of the string, corresponds to a length

of dht ' 56 mm. Note that it also equals the length of a string of 11 walkers, equally

spaced by a single wavelength.
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The collective motion of the string was unexpected because in 2d only a few cases lead

to a rectilinear motion of the center of mass. Indeed, mainly two behaviours are found:

promenade modes and orbiting motions. For both dynamics, the collective velocity is

lower than the individual droplets freely moving along the surface [111, 129]. So far,

with the pairs of walkers, we have demonstrated a clear violation of this conjecture

and so, will the strings of N droplets (where N > 2). In order to emphasise the

collective effects induced by wider coherent waves, we created groups of N droplets

being separated by a single wavelength λF . All droplets are therefore bouncing in a

synchronised way. The normalised speed vN/v1 of the string increases with N , as shown

in Figure 5.11. The speed of the string seems to saturate for high N values, meaning

that there is a limit for coherence. The origin of this limit is due to the damping of

Faraday waves. Indeed, above a droplet number (around N = 6 in our experimental

conditions) any additional droplet joining the string will not affect the global dynamics.

We also created strings with a larger separation between successive walkers, like 3λF /2.

Similar results are obtained but the saturation speed is lower than the previous case.

Figure 5.10: The collapse of what was a string of 11 walkers. Two of them merged
before being vanished. The others form clusters of droplets that remain in a bouncing
state, despite a forcing acceleration of Γ ' 3.66 which turns a single droplet into
a walker, in a deep shallow region. The distance between two droplets is below a
wavelength. We suspect the string of droplets collapsed because the wavefield self-
interfered, which led to a destabilisation of the system.

5.2.3 Model

Actual models [35, 107] do not account for 1d geometries where emitted waves strongly

depend on the presence of boundaries or on the viscous damping of emitted Faraday

waves. As a consequence, we choose to adapt an existing model [107] to our experi-

ments. We first assume that the standing waves associated with the successive droplet

impacts are given by damped sine waves along the s-coordinate. We reduce the system

to a 1d liquid profile ζ(s, t) along the ring. The driving horizontal force is supposed to

be proportional to the slope of the liquid profile at each impact. Since the successive

bounces are periodic events, separated by a time τF = 2/f , a phenomenological strobed
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Figure 5.11: (Circles) Speed vN of a droplet string as a function of its number N
of components. The speed is normalised by the speed v1 of single droplets. Error
bars are indicated. The speed seems to saturate for large systems. (Triangles) The
model described in the main text captures this effect for both synchronous (triangle
up) and antisynchronous (triangle down) cases. A good agreement is found between
the model and the experimental data. The dashed curve is a guide for the eye.

equation of motion is considered for each droplet i. The speed change uin+1 − uin of

droplet i between the nth and (n+ 1)th impacts is given by

uin+1 − uin = −γuin − C0
∂ζii

∂s

∣∣∣∣
n+1

− C1

∑
j 6=i

∂ζij

∂s

∣∣∣∣
n+1

. (5.2)

The first term represents some dissipation at bouncing, due to air drag and the shear

of the air layer, with a parameter γ. The second term, with a coefficient C0, represents

the interaction of the droplet i at the (n+ 1)th impact with the waves produced by the

same droplet at previous impacts. The last term, with a coefficient C1, represents the

interactions between the droplets in a string. We expect C1 to be different from C0

because the system is quasi 1d rather than purely 1d. As a consequence, waves emitted

by neighbour droplets are also radiated outside the channel and this effect is taken into

account thanks to C1 (see Figures 5.9 and 4.1 for a general overview). Since we only

focus on droplet motion in the tangential direction, the relevant information for the

strobed equation (5.2) is given by

ζij = ζ0 cos

(
2π(sin+1 − sjn)

λF

)
exp

(
−s

i
n+1 − sjn

δ

)
, (5.3)
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where ζ0 is an arbitrary parameter containing the wave amplitude and thus the memory.

Assuming u1n = u2n = v2, only one solution is found with quantified distances, depending

on whether successive walkers are in phase or out of phase. The model [44, 150] is

calibrated as follows: the speed of a lonely droplet gives us the ratio C0/γ, the value

of δ is chosen as 2.1λF in order to fit the exponential decrease of v2, this value is in

the range of previous values of δ [107, 129]. Finally, C1 is the only remaining fitting

parameter with C0/γ ≈ 0.03 and C0 ≈ 20C1. Quantification is shown in Figure 5.5.

The agreement with the experimental data is excellent, except for ε0 which remains close

to zero in the model. Moreover, it can be shown that the speed of a group is larger than

individual speeds. The group speed v2 is seen to decay with the interdistance between

two droplets. This is illustrated in Figure 5.7. Extra speed for a pair of droplets is due

to the constructive interference of waves emitted from both droplets. Since the wave

damping is already taken into account through δ, the fact that C1 is much lower than C0

has an origin related to the non-trivial dissipation of waves out of the cavity. Indeed, the

self-interaction of a droplet with its wave is a local phenomenon, while cross interactions

between droplets involve propagation and reflection of waves along the cavity. Although

different interaction coefficients should be considered, the coherent wave dynamics is

well captured by our model. By generalising the calculations to N droplets, it is

possible to estimate numerically the speed increase of vN reported in Figure 5.11.

Numerical results are shown in this plot (see triangles). Qualitative agreement with

the experimental data are obtained. Moreover, using different quantified distances for

successive droplets, we are able to show that the asymptotic speed limit decreases

with the distance between adjacent droplets. In fact, decoherence appears for distant

droplets. A complete derivation of our model can be read in Appendix B.

5.2.4 Discussion

In summary, we have investigated bouncing droplets in a geometry confining them into

a nearly 1d system. The wave emitted by a walker becomes a damped sine wave. We

evidenced a remarkable feature for 1d walkers: they form a group bouncing collectively

leading to a faster motion than independent elements. The fact that coherent waves

can be created push the analogy between walking droplets and quantum system further

by considering, for example, wave guide. Moreover, 1d systems as considered herein

are promising since droplets can be conveyed to collisions and other phenomena which

are reminiscent of quantum information or wavefields.
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5.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we focused on the interactions between droplets. First, we have seen

that placing several droplets within a linear channel gives us a variety of droplets

behaviours. Indeed, when interacting, they can simply repel in opposite directions,

merge to form a larger droplet, or even orbit and follow a twin star motion. Interacting

walkers can also follow each other at fixed distances. However, they are frequently

disturbed by the edges of the cavity. Two walkers were sometimes stuck for a few

seconds nearby the extremity of a channel. In addition, when several droplets were

moving as a string, this string could be split in two parts when the « head » droplet was

interacting with an edge. Combining these reasons with the non negligible probability

for two droplets to merge makes it difficult and non convenient to study the interactions

and the dynamics of a chain of droplets, since it can hardly last for more than a few

minutes. Secondly, we decided to use an annular cavity to place several walkers and

force them to orbit in the same direction. We showed that it was convenient and that

one could easily add another droplet to grow the string of orbiting walkers. Besides,

we demonstrated that within annular cavities, droplets share a common coherent wave

that propels the group at a velocity faster than a single drop, which differs from the 2d

case known in litterature [111, 129], thanks to the coherent wave that couples walkers

together. It was shown that co-orbiting droplets move along circles of quantified radii

[111]. In 2d, the rectilinear motion of two droplets, the so-called “promenade mode”,

has been studied by Borghesi et al. [129]. It was demonstrated that walkers can move

together at quantified average distances with a velocity proportional to their separation.

In our case, when studying pairs of walkers, we demonstrated the quantisation of the

interdistances s between walkers, but the opposite about the speed that grows when

both walkers are getting closer. Finally, we studied a string of N droplets, and showed

that the speed of the string increases with the number of droplets. In addition, we

developed a model in good agreement with our observations. This model is entirely

derived in Appendix B. We also demonstrated that the ring could not be filled entirely

with walkers, since that, at a certain point, the wavefield self interacts when the string

is getting longer.





Chapter 6

Conclusion and perspectives

Conclusion

In this thesis, we focused on a tiny but fascinating entity: a droplet. This object of

everyday life is still full of mysteries and knows numerous promising development in

various fields such as biochemical, medicine, industry and more.

In Chapter 1, we developed the importance of understanding the physics of droplets

and how to manipulate them in order to perform various operations encountered in

microfluidics. We have finally retained an original method to handle droplets without

touching them: bouncing droplets. This method was popularised by the group of

Couder in 2005.

In Chapter 2, we introduced the experiments of bouncing and walking droplets and

the various works that have already been done. We showed that a walking droplet

is definitely a surprising object, which exhibits remarkable features that may remind

the world of quantum mechanics, even though it has more differences than similarities

to this field. In any case, the physicist who wants to enter and discover the world

of walkers should better see this entity has a striking curiosity than an entire analog

of the quantum world. This said, the walker exhibits a duality with its own waves,

created at each impact with the bath. When the droplet has vanished, no waves are

created and conversely, if the waves can hardly propagate, for example because of a

shallow water region, the walker ceases to exist. Numerous investigations were based

on a walker evolving in a 2d geometry. The first question we answered was « is it

possible to confine a walker and force it to move along a quasi 1d geometry? ». That

was the aim of Chapter 3.

77
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In our third chapter, after a short presentation of our experimental setup, we proposed

a method to constraint a droplet along a 1d path. Our starting point was to vary

the fluid depth, in order to prevent the waves from propagating and consequently,

to prevent the droplet from walking. This starting point led us to build rectilinear

cavities, of width proportional to the Faraday wavelength. We evidenced the existence

of an optimal width that ensured the 1d motion of a walker, thanks to a kinetic energy

study. In addition, with a model based on the analogy with waveguide systems and the

observations of the Faraday instability in our channels, one modelled the evolution of

the longitudinal speed of walkers.

In Chapter 4, we studied annular cavities. We demonstrated that fixing the width of an

annulus to the optimal width to confine a walker in a linear channel provides regular

circular path for the walkers. Secondly, we emphasised the effects of the memory

parameter. In specific conditions, we evidenced that the expected behaviour of the

droplet speed could be faulted, in particular for a 1d ring with tiny walkers. Despite

a lack of model to explain this trend, we made some assumptions to characterise the

decrease of a tiny walkers’ speed with the memory, based on the bouncing mode which

may differ between large and small walkers. Afterwards, we opened the door to a new

kind of experiments, which is an extension to prior tunnelling effects works. We looked

at the effect of periodic submarine obstacles on walkers. We demonstrated that such

a lattice decreases the mean speed of a walker, but also that there are allowed and

forbidden bands, similarly to the Kronig-Penney model.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we studied the interactions between walkers, within linear and

circular cavities. After listing the different kinds of events that occur between two

interacting walkers, we focused on the interactions between walkers within an annular

cavity. We demonstrated that we can easily build a chain of walkers, that share a

coherent wave propelling the group of droplets at a speed faster than a singe droplet. A

model was developed in reasonable agreement with our observations. We also evidenced

that, at a certain point, the string of droplet self-interferes and destabilises itself. It

is thus impossible to complete our annular cavity with walkers. The longest chain

we managed to create was made of 11 walkers, see Figure 6.1(a). However, we found

an interesting case, similar to our experiment involving « levitating droplets », where

a « cavity » was entirely completed. It deals with the experiment of the hydraulic

jump, which was widely studied in the thesis of Alexis Duchesne [151]. In Figure

6.1(b) a hydraulic jump was completed with 18 droplets. Note that there are also

some differences with our experiment. One of the main being that, in Figure 6.1(b),
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the droplets are only animated by an internal motion, they do not orbit within the

hydraulic jump.

230 CHAPITRE XV. PERSPECTIVES ET CONCLUSION

Figure XV.3 – Vue du dessous d’un chapelet de gouttes dans un ressaut hydraulique circulaire

d’huile silicone 20 cS. On peut dénombrer une vingtaine de gouttes (de la même huile) cohabitant

dans le même ressaut d’huile (RJ de l’ordre de 1 cm). On peut ainsi ajouter des gouttes dans

le ressaut jusqu’à couvrir de gouttes le périmètre du ressaut. On constate néanmoins que les

gouttes ne sont jamais en contact les unes avec les autres : une distance à peu près constante

sépare les gouttes deux à deux.

Lorsque des gouttes sont placées dans un état orbital elles vont adopter des dynamiques collectives

surprenantes : elles vont s’entrechoquer (comme l’auraient fait deux balles rebondissantes) en opposi-

tion de phase ou au contraire tourner dans le même sens en se suivant. On peut aussi, avec plusieurs

gouttes, obtenir un petit pendule de Newton.

Ce phénomène est extrêmement contre intuitif : on s’attend à observer la coalescence de deux

gouttes rentrant en contact. On se pose donc la question de ce qui permet aux gouttes de “cohabiter”

dans un même ressaut.

Une observation de plusieurs gouttes en état stationnaire (éventuellement réalisée par une faible

inclinaison du ressaut) suggère qu’il existe une distance minimale séparant les gouttes les unes des

autres. Cette distance dépend de la taille des deux gouttes (le rapport des deux rayons mais aussi de

manière absolue). Cette distance semble être un bon candidat pour expliquer la non coalescence de

deux gouttes même si elles semblent se toucher. Reste à comprendre d’où vient physiquement cette

distance de séparation.

Il est à noter que dans certains cas les gouttes sont séparées d’une distance qui correspond à un

angle de plus d’une dizaine de degrés sur le ressaut. Une distance de séparation aussi importante

élimine de fait l’hypothèse de film d’air séparant les gouttes par lubrification.

L’image obtenue avec un éclairage de biais et présentée en Fig. XV.4 suggère une explication :

En e↵et, on l’a vu dans la partie précédente (voir XIII.2.5.2), une goutte va pincer le film liquide

et laisser en aval un “sillage”. Ce sillage est une structure en trois dimensions. Il créé donc une légère

surélévation, ainsi lorsque l’on observe deux gouttes dans le ressaut (avec un éclairage adapté), on

peut constater que la distance qui les sépare correspond à la largeur de leurs deux sillages.

Le sillage dépend de la taille de la goutte (plus la goutte est grosse plus le sillage est marqué), de

la densité (plus la goutte est dense, plus le sillage sera large), mais aussi de propriétés intrinsèques à

la couche d’air qui sépare la goutte du fluide. Ainsi nous constatons que plus la goutte est petite plus

elle (à travers son sillage) sera sensible au sillage d’une autre goutte et, a contrario, plus la goutte sera

grosse plus elle ignorera le sillage de sa voisine. On peut donc parler d’interactions entre les gouttes à

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: (a) Photograph of a chain of 11 walkers of diameter 2rd = 0.8 mm. We
never succeed in adding more walkers into the ring, since the wavefield of the string
self-interferes and leads to its own collapse. (b) Photograph of a hydraulic jump of
radius Rj ' 1 cm, entirely completed with a chain of 18 droplets of diameter 2rd ' 2
mm (from [151]).

Perspectives

In the following, we list some perspectives and developments that may lead to a bet-

ter understanding of the walkers and answer some of our questions which remained

unsolved.
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Annular cavities

In Chapter 4, we studied the influence of the memory parameter on the speed of walk-

ers. We evidenced that the speed of tiny walkers surprisingly decreased with Me, but

only in annular cavities. Nevertheless, this result is purely empirical. It would be an

interesting start for a numerical and/or theoretical study for a better understanding of

this phenomenon.

Secondly, we focused on submarine obstacles in a 1d annular cavity. The experimental

setup used is reminiscent to the Kronig-Penney model for electrons, that yields to the

electronic band structure. We revealed the existence of a band gap for walkers, sim-

ilarly to Kronig-Penney model. This constitutes only a start for other investigations.

In particular, can we find other bands, upon exploring the area where the adimension-

alised pitch of the lattice p/λF is lower than 1/2 ? It would be worth analysing how

these bands are affected by the other parameters such as the memory parameter Me,

the liquid height above the obstacles hobs and the droplet size rd.

The speed of a walking droplet depends on the forcing conditions. However, in the

whole manuscript, we fixed the forcing frequency at f = 70 Hz. One wonders when

modifying f could lead to a system analog to some whispering gallery mode, in a cir-

cular cavity. It would be worth measuring the speed of a walker as a function of f and

to characterise whether we can obtain resonances. Thus, modifying f would not imply

a monotonic variation of the speed v of a walker, which would evolve through different

maxima at the different resonance frequencies.

Other geometries

Another path to explore was proposed by a collaborator, Ward Struyve. The idea

is to study whether a walker follows a trajectory according to bohmian or quantum

mechanics. It finds out that the Bohm approach gives results that disagree with those

obtained from standard mechanics. In particular, in references [152, 153], experiments

are depicted where quantum particles cross an incomplete Stern-Gerlach interferometer.

In the latter, the particles are first split and therefore recombined by successive regions

of reversed fields, as it is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Two cases occur depending on the

nature of the trajectory. In the Bohm approach, the trajectories never cross: a particle

that went through the upper (resp. lower) half plane will stay there, see Figure 6.2(a).

On the contrary adopting a quantum mechanics point of vue yields crossed trajectories,

as it is illustrated in Figure 6.2(b). We adapted this to build an interferometer for

droplets, as one can observe in Figure 6.3. What is the probability to obtain such
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Abstract
No. When particle detectors are included particles do not follow the Bohm
trajectories as we would expect from a classical type model.

1. Introduction

At the symposium the author presented a paper dealing
with quantum correlations in fundamental and applied
physics, emphasizing the fact that quantum correlations
shed light on e.g., the nature of the photon [1] and the
many aspects of the quantum interpretation problem such
as the nature of Bohm trajectories [2], complementarity [3]
and quantum eraser [4]. Furthermore, quantum corre-
lations Ðnd their way into laser physics and quantum optics
yielding e.g., lasers that oscillate without inversion [5] and
quenching of spontaneous emission [6] from excited atoms.

But the aspect of the talk which precipitated the most
spirited discussion was the contention of Englert, Scully,
Su! ssman and Walther [7] (ESSW) that the Bohm trajec-
tories can be shown to be ““surrealisticÏÏ by using a micro-
maser which way or Welcher Weg (WW) detector. That this
conclusion should precipitate debate is understandable since
Bohmian mechanics (BM) has undeniable charm. It pro-
vides an interesting perspective into quantum phenomena in
that the Bohmian trajectories seem to provide more infor-
mation and insight than quantum mechanics (QM) typically
allows, see Fig. 1. Furthermore, it is widely held that BM
always agrees with QM; so it would not, one would think,
lead us into error. Finally, we recall that the Bohm trajec-
tory approach to quantum mechanics played an important
historical role in convincing John Bell that hidden variable
theories are not ““ruled outÏÏ in the sense of Von Neumann.

Therefore, it might seem that BM is (at least) an alterna-
tive way to look at quantum mechanics might provide
interesting insights. Could BM not be viewed in much the
same spirit as stoachastic electrodynamics in which the
addition of vacuum Ñuctuations to the coupled Maxwell
(radiation) and Schro! dinger (Matter) equations provides
valuable insight into phenomenon such as the Lamb shift ?

Unfortunately nature does not seem to allow us to view
BM as just another version of QM. The crux of the matter
is this : In analyzing several kinds of interferometers contain-
ing WW detectors we Ðnd that the observed track of the
particle is macroscopically at variance with its Bohm trajec-

ÈÈÈ
* This paper is dedicated to the memory of David Bohm who made so

many pioneering contributions to quantum mechanics from the quantum
many body problem to the foundations of quantum mechanics.

tory. As we shall see, the addition of a WW detector to BM
forces us to accept a strange kind of non-local dynamics in
order to explain the physics via Bohmian trajectories.

As might be expected, the conclusions of ESSW have pre-
cipitated strong reactions from the community of experts in
BM. Uniformly the initial reaction has been rejection on the
grounds that ESSW must be wrong. For example, Englert
and Sussmann report that ““the Bohmians at the University
of Munich were very upset by our results. They even said
that we must have a mistake in our Mathematics ! But they
never produced one.ÏÏ

As another case in point L. Hardy (private
communication) recalls that he had to Ðrst convince his col-
legues that there were no errors in ESSW before they could
proceed with their work. More recently, Aharonov and
Vaidman in an article entitled ““About Position Measure-
ments which do not Show the Bohmian Particle PositionÏÏ
[8] rexamine the issues by considering other types of WW
detectors (e.g., a bubble chamber). They say :

Fig. 1. Paths of quantum particles in incomplete inteferometers with the
Ðnal beam splitter missing. a) Stern-Gerlach Interferometer in which par-
ticles are Ðrst split and then recombined by alternate regions of reversed
Ðelds per treatment in ESSW. b) Trajectories in an incomplete Mach-
Zender Interferometer in which the Ðnal beam splitter is missing according
to Bohmian Mechanics ; notice non-crossing of trajectories c) Paths
through an incomplete Mach-Zender Interferometer as described by
quantum mechanics.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: Schematic of an incomplete Stern Gerlach interferometer, where atoms
are sent. One bit which way detectors are placed such that they enable us to dis-
tinguish whether the atoms borrowed the upper path 2, or the lower path 1. (a) In
bohmian mechanics, one notes the non-crossing of trajectories. Thus, a particle that
went through the upper (resp. lower) detector will hit the upper (resp. lower) part
of the screen. (b) Path through an incomplete interferometer according to quantum
mechanics (from [153]).

launching branch

3/2�F

↵

branch A branch B

1 2

Figure 6.3: Photograph of our interferometer for walkers. The width of the branches
are chosen so that the motion of the droplet is a 1d motion, accordingly to our results
in Chapter 3. The interferometer is composed of a launching branch, at the end of
it, there is a splitting between two paths: 1 and 2. These paths are crossed and two
branches A and B can collect the walker. We note α the angle between both branches
A and B.

trajectories for a walker ? Some preliminar and encouraging results were obtained, as

shown in Figure 6.4. It is worth studying the influence of the parameters such as Me

or the angle α and designing other interferometers, in order to determine whether a

cavity is in favour of bohmian or quantum path. This is the beginning for a new kind

of experiments on walkers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: Chronophotography of experiments performed in a droplet interfer-
ometer. (a) A trajectory analog to bohmian mechanics, with a non-crossing of the
trajectory. (b) Path followed by a walker, similarly to quantum mechanics.

Faraday instability in cavities

Finally, another field remains less explored. It is the occurence of the Faraday instability

in our cavities, as it is illustrated in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.5(a) presents the Faraday

patterns observed at different frequencies in a 1d annular cavity of radius Rsmall. Figure

6.5(b) shows the Faraday patterns for a larger annular cavity of width 4λF . One

observes the presence of the evanescent waves outside both cavities. In Figure 6.5(a),

one notes that the number of wavelengths that appear in the cavity increases with the

frequency, as expected when deriving the dispersion relation. However, in Figure 6.5(b),

the patterns obtained are more complex, since the width of the cavity is larger than the

wavelength when f is large enough. It results in patterns that are no longer stationary,

and it becomes harder to determine precisely the number of wavelengths filling the

cavity. In addition, in both cases, we observed that the number of wavelengths in the

cavity can be degenerated. It would be interesting to study the influence of the forcing

frequency on the number of wavelengths, and to characterise the degenerescence. Since

the Faraday instability is behind the process of walking, gathering these information

would maybe give us the solution to understand some problems in the community of

walkers, that remain unsolved ? Maybe some new counter-intuitive events could be

discovered as well. In addition, developments on Faraday instability on a patterned

surface are of interest [154]. One could imagine that it would enable us to design

cavities with new submarine obstacles and, without performing a single experiment, by
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only knowing about the Faraday instability in this exotic case, one could foresee all the

effects it could have on a walker.

The world of bouncing and walking droplets abounds with numerous curiosities, some

of them are understood but many remains to be discovered. Finally, in this last decade,

a simple droplet has revealed an unexpected treasure.
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Figure 6.5: Faraday patterns in annular cavities, at different frequencies. The yellow
dashed lines evidence the borders of the cavity. (a) Annular cavity of radius Rsmall
and of width 1.5 λF . (b) Annular cavity of width 4λF .





Appendix A

Droplets size measurement

The method we used to measure the size of a droplet created with the droplet dispenser

is the following. The fall of hundreds of droplet, created in the same experimental

conditions, have been recorded thanks to a high speed camera. A Matlab code has been

implemented to track the position of the drop and to measure its size, as it is illustrated

in Figure A.1. In addition, to drastically enhance the precision of our measurement,

we have added a numerical and random gaussian noise on each image. Therefore, our

code provides an averaged value of the size of our droplet with a precision of 1%.

Thus, we generated droplets of diameter 2rd = 0.800 mm, 2rd = 0, 713 mm. The

largest droplets used in this manuscript of diameter 2rd ' 0.9 mm, are resulting from

the merging of two «tiny » droplets of 2rd ' 0, 7 mm.

Figure A.1: Successive photographs of the fall of a single droplet, generated by our
droplet dispenser. A Matlab code enables us to detect the position of the drop, as it
is illustrated with the red circles, but also to determine the radius of the drop.
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Appendix B

Modelling a string of walkers

The motion of a walker on the liquid surface originates from the coupling between the

droplet and the waves emitted at each impact. An empirical model has been proposed

by Fort and coworkers [44] to describe the walking behaviour taking advantage of the

stroboscopic nature of the dynamics. One has

un+1 − un = −γun − C0
∂ζ

∂s

∣∣∣∣
n+1

. (B.1)

In this expression, u is the walker speed along the s-direction, the subscript n refers

to the nth impact and the coefficient C0 represents the coupling between the walker

and its own wavefield ζ(s, t). Besides the wave-coupling term, a friction term has been

added to take account of the dissipation of energy during impacts, with γ being the

viscous-like coefficient. One can generalise this model to N droplets bouncing on the

bath by considering the linear superposition of all produced wavefield.

uin+1 − uin = −γuin − C0
∂ζii

∂s

∣∣∣∣
n+1

− C1

∑
j 6=i

∂ζij

∂s

∣∣∣∣
n+1

. (B.2)

The superscript of the speed refers to the ith walker on the surface and the superscripts

of the wavefield denote the interaction of walker i with the wavefield arising from walker

j. For this term, a coupling coefficient C1 is considered and may be different from C0.

This difference comes from the dissipation of energy outside the channel. The waves

emitted by a walker in the channel reads

ζij(si, t) = ζ0 cos
(
kF (si(t)− sjimp)

)
exp

(
−
si(t)− sjimp

δ

)
exp

(
−
t− tjimp

τ

)
, (B.3)
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where kF is the Faraday wave number and sjimp and tjimp are the impact position and

time respectively. The viscosity of the bath has been taken into account with the

exponential factor exp(−(si(t)− sjimp)/δ) where δ is some viscous length. The memory

of the walker has been considered with the factor exp(−(t − tjimp)/τ) where τ is the

memory time. In the case of several impacts, the wavefields have to be summed up

over the whole trajectory leading to

ζij(si, t) = ζ0

n∑
p=−∞

cos
(
kF (si(t)− sjp)

)
exp

(
−s

i(t)− sjp
δ

)
exp

(
− t− t

j
p

τ

)
. (B.4)

It was shown that, in the case of a 1d dynamics and in the low memory regime, the

total wave field can be simplified by considering only the last impact with an equivalent

amplitude ζeq [129, 150]. One has

ζij(si, t) = ζeq cos
(
kF (si(t)− sjlast)

)
exp

(
−s

i(t)− sjlast
δ

)
(B.5)

where sjlast and t
j
last are the last impact position and time respectively. Knowing the

total wavefield and assuming a stationary regime where sin+1(t)− sin = uinτF , one gets,

in the particular case of two walkers:

u1n =
C0

γ

(
sin
(
kF τFu

1
n

)
+

1

kF δ
cos(kF τFu

1
n)

)
exp

(
−τFu

1
n

δ

)
± C1

γ

(
sin
(
kF (τFu

2
n + d)

)
+

1

kF δ
cos(kF (τFu

2
n + d))

)
exp

(
−τFu

2
n + d

δ

)
, (B.6)

u2n = ±C1

γ

(
sin
(
kF (τFu

1
n − d)

)
− 1

kF δ
cos(kF (τFu

1
n − d))

)
exp

(
−d− τFu

1
n

δ

)
+
C0

γ

(
sin
(
kF τFu

2
n

)
+

1

kF δ
cos(kF τFu

2
n)

)
exp

(
−τFu

2
n

δ

)
, (B.7)

where ± accounts for synchronised or anti-synchronised droplets and d = s1 − s2 is

the interdistance between the walkers. Assuming the same speed for both droplets

(u1n = u2n = v2) leads to the following conditions

sin (kF (τF v2 + d)) +
1

kF δ
cos(kF (τF v2 + d)) =(

sin (kF (τF v2 − d))− 1

kF δ
cos(kF (d− τF v2))

)
exp

(
2τF v2
δ

)
, (B.8)

v2 =
C0

γ

(
sin (kF τF v2) +

1

kF δ
cos(kF τF v2)

)
exp

(
−τF v2

δ

)
± C1

γ

(
sin (kF (τF v2 + d)) +

1

kF δ
cos(kF (τF v2 + d))

)
exp

(
−τF v2 + d

δ

)
. (B.9)
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The first equation gives the distance quantification and the second one gives the speed

of a pair of drops v2. Because of the non-linearity of both equations, one needs to solve

then by iteration. Taking initially v2 = v1, the speed of a single walker and d = nλF /2,

the multiples of the half Faraday wavelength, leads to the coefficient C0/γ = 0.0282,

C1 = 0.05C0 and δ = 2.1λF . Eqs.(B.8) and (B.9) converge to a solution after a tenth

of iterations. The value of δ is close to the one encountered in models of walkers. The

value of C1 compared to C0 shows that only 5% of the wave emitted by walker j acts on

walker i. One can understand the decrease of v2 as a function of δ because of the factor

exp(−(τF v2 + d)/δ) in equation(B.9). This behaviour is due to the viscous properties

of the bath that leads to an exponential damping of the waves. One can also rationalise

a value of v2 higher than v1 by checking the values of d and the synchronicity of the

bounce. Those values are the ones that lead to constructive interference of the surface

waves. Because the speed of a walker is directly proportional to the slope of the waves,

a higher amplitude leads to a faster motion.

In the case of N droplets, one assumes that the quantified interdistances between the

droplets are unchanged. Doing so, the speed vN of a chain of droplets is

vN =
C0

γ

(
sin (kF τF vN ) +

1

kF δ
cos(kF τF vN )

)
exp

(
−τF vN

δ

)
± C1

γ

n∑
i=1

(
sin (kF (τF vN + id)) +

1

kF δ
cos(kF (τF vN + id))

)
exp

(
−τF vN + id

δ

)
.

(B.10)

The results of this equation reproduce the increase of the speed thanks to constructive

interference.

We show that a model based on the superposition of all waves reproduces the observed

experimental behaviour. Thanks to constructive interferences, the coherent wave pro-

pels the string of droplets faster than single ones. Furthermore, as the distance between

the walkers increases, the speed is reduced because of the viscous damping.
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